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ABSTRACT

Application connectivity is ubiquitous and essential: sharing an opinion on social

media, live video-streaming a historic moment, warning a driver about hazardous road

conditions, etc. Unfortunately, application connectivity suffers from turbulent network

environments, because existing underlying systems are largely oblivious to network

turbulence, resulting in poor application performance and degraded user experiences.

This dissertation presents basic building blocks toward building network-conscious

software systems to improve application connectivity. It demonstrates how applica-

tions suffer from turbulent networking environments through series of measurement

studies. Based on lessons learned in the studies, it introduces three systems. The first

system employs redundancy in high-mobility environments to hedge against uncer-

tainty in future connectivity performance. The second is a practical migration system

that co-locates computation closer to end-devices. The third system allows applica-

tion developers to inject lightweight scripts in-network to perform application-aware

adaptations closer to the source of turbulence. Collectively, these observations and

systems show the value of network-conscious scheduling, migration, and adaptation.

xii



CHAPTER I

Introduction

Connected applications play a critical role in today’s society: sharing an opinion on

social media, video-streaming a historic moment, or warning a driver about hazardous

road conditions. Unfortunately, existing connected applications are largely oblivious

to turbulent network connectivity. Applications routinely suffer from such turbulence,

resulting in poor application performance and a compromised user-experience. If such

applications were conscious of underlying network turbulence, they would provide

better performance and functionality.

1.1 Motivation

Increasingly, end-devices and their applications are connected (e.g., vehicles,

phones, drones). Gartner, a research and advisory firm, reports that in 2019 alone,

4.81 billion new connected devices were deployed [46]. In the same year, nearly 50%

of vehicles on the road in the U.S. already had embedded connectivity over cellular

networks [29]. Cisco predicts that traffic from wireless and mobile devices combined

will account for 71% of the total Internet traffic by the end of 2022 [68].

Applications that run on these connected devices rely on that connectivity to

leverage elastic computing resources in the infrastructure at the edge and in the cloud.

Such resources provide significantly more capability than is possible on the connected
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devices alone. For example, Apple’s Siri [5] can perform a handful of simple operations

when disconnected (e.g., dialing a number). When connected, it becomes a powerful

tool with a rich set of operations (e.g., video recommendation from Twitter trends),

provided in part by the more capable remote portion of the service. Having ready,

reliable access to such back-end services is critical for the full functioning of many

connected applications and their users.

Unfortunately, today’s network remains highly turbulent. Applications on con-

nected devices experience tail latency [130, 79], bandwidth hiccups [150, 95], packet

loss [131], and even disconnection [119]. Applications do their best to reactively adapt

to volatile network environments at the end-points. Siri having limited operations

when disconnected is an example. Likewise, video streaming services commonly use

adaptive bit-rate (ABR) technologies such as MPEG-DASH [145] and HLS [114] to de-

liver video chunks of acceptable quality even when the estimated available bandwidth

is constrained. The estimation is based on time spent on previous chunks transferred.

This reactive estimate may mis-estimate available bandwidth because it is backward

looking rather than informed.

Network latency is another major culprit. Applications rely on network protocols

like TCP [41] and QUIC [78] to install a timeout and re-transmit when packets are

delayed or lost. Tail latency is inevitable in unreliable network environments where

packets delays and loss are common, because multiple timeouts are needed for a

successful packet transmission, rather than swiftly reacting changes in network con-

ditions. The protocol layer is oblivious to heterogeneity of the underlying network

interfaces that may provide different latency distributions at different moments in

time. To see why this is a problem, consider the typical cell phone connected via

both WiFi and its cellular carrier. There are transient moments when WiFi will per-

form significantly worse than the cellular network, but the former is still the device’s

preferred network.
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Locating elastic resources closer to applications can alleviate the aforementioned

problems in some degree, because last-mile wireless links today offer high band-

width [124, 125], low latency [124, 125, 54, 92], and good availability [107, 153].

However, the geographically distributed nature of resources in “last-hops” introduces

new challenges for mobile applications. For stationary devices like smartphones and

laptops, applications can continue to offload to servers in the same edge node. In

contrast, experiments show that a mobile device using the “wrong” edge node can

see worse performance than it would simply going to a back-end cloud service.

This is particularly important for emerging vehicular applications for semi-

autonomous driving. Such applications tend to be latency-sensitive, and serving them

from nearby edge nodes is often preferable to doing so from back-end cloud sites. Such

applications can also be data-intensive. A recent article reports that one vehicle gen-

erates up to 25GB sensor data per hour [69]. Processing such voluminous data at

the edge is faster, imposes lower burden on backbone networks, and allows mobile

devices to be more modest in capability. However, as those mobile devices move, the

servicing node in the edge often needs to move with them; not doing so can be worse

than relying on the back-end cloud in the first place.

As a whole, existing mobile systems are largely oblivious to turbulent network

connectivity in three aspects. First, they cannot easily reason about diverse connection

endpoints. Second, they do not have visibility into the network itself and its sources

of turbulence. Third, they do not have adequate support for edge computing in the

face of high mobility.

1.2 Thesis Statement

In light of these challenges, it is my thesis that:

3



Emerging distributed, connected application architectures suffer

from turbulent network environments. Network-conscious systems

for the applications are effective and beneficial.

To validate the statement, we first conduct a series of measurement studies to

identify problems that applications encounter in today’s turbulent network environ-

ments. Then, we present solutions to each of the problems in order to improve the

application connectivity.

Chapter II describes the results of these measurement studies, focused on high-

mobility vehicular settings. Section 2.1 measures the performance of current mobile

wireless networks. In Section 2.2, we measure the performance improvement by using

edge resources in vehicular settings. Section 2.4 summarizes the lessons from the

measurement study and its implications.

Chapter III tackles the tail latency problem experienced by high-mobility clients.

We propose strategic redundancy to improve interactive latency over such networks.

Section 3.2 describes the design and implementation of our prototype, RAVEN. Sec-

tion 3.4 discusses evaluation results for the prototype in both trace-driven emulation

and live experiment setups. Section 3.6 lists out the main takeaways from RAVEN.

Chapter IV considers co-locating elastic resources closer to end-devices. We iden-

tify potential problems arising when using such edge nodes for high-mobility clients.

In Section 4.1, we first explore various location prediction methods to support existing

co-location systems. Section 4.2 shows that even the state-of-the-art system results

in disappointingly bad application performance. As a potential remedy, Section 4.3

introduces a new system called Croesus that separates application-specific states to

improve co-location time. Section 4.6 summarizes the problems in using distributed

edge nodes for vehicles and the main contributions by Croesus.

Chapter V acknowledges that applications know best about adapting to connectiv-

ity turbulence, but the sources of that turbulence are often mid-network. We introduce

a generic framework that allows effective application-aware adaptation in the middle

4



of such turbulent network paths. Section 5.2 details the design principles and choices

we have made for our prototype framework, BumbleBee. Section 5.4 evaluates the

prototype in three case studies with machine learning (ML), video streaming, and

streaming-processing applications. Section 5.7 summarizes the main lessons learned

in building BumbleBee.

Chapter VI concludes by outlining contributions this thesis makes as well as limi-

tations encountered along the way. Finally, I enumerate potential research directions

that can lead to future work.
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CHAPTER II

Measurement Study

Application connectivity remains extremely turbulent despite a significant im-

provement in networking technologies. Increasingly, applications need more reliable

and superb connectivity to seamlessly use elastic computing resources located across

various points of network infrastructure. Although previous studies—wireless net-

work performance [13, 32, 24, 130, 66], network performance in high-mobility en-

vironments [24, 85], performance of intermittent WiFi APs from high-mobility ve-

hicles [20, 33, 109, 110, 58, 93], edge migration performance [54, 53, 92], and tur-

bulent networking environments [141, 150, 50, 116, 14, 73]—partially answer some

relevant questions about the implication of connectivity turbulence to application

performance, in this chapter, we seek to extend the measurement studies to better

understand expected application performance in today’s networking environment.

We begin with a measurement study in a wireless networking environment, es-

pecially in a high-mobility setting. Because interactive applications are commonly

used in the setting, we focus on measuring Round-Trip Time (RTT) to understand

potential application-perceiving latency. The measurement results suggest that tail

latency is very common. That leads to the next measurement study about reaching

various points in network infrastructure. Cellular towers are so ubiquitous nowadays

that we envision using cell-towers as intermediate edge nodes. We measure RTTs to

reach resources in cellular towers and in cloud infrastructure. The measurement re-

6



sults clearly indicate that the latency to cloud infrastructure is extremely volatile.

The latency to edge resources is promising only if co-located correctly.

We shift our focus from user-centric networking to a data-center environment,

because many services run in and/or across data-center networks. Specifically, we

measure bandwidth fluctuation in a commercial cloud-platform that over-provisions

a number of tenants to generate more profit with a limited physical networking capa-

bility [28, 11]. The results suggest that even a data-center networking environment can

be extremely turbulent. Finally, this chapter summarizes connectivity challenges that

today’s applications face. Then, it concludes by outlining main lessons learned that

heavily govern the problems tackled and design principles, discussed in the following

three chapters.

2.1 Measurement Study in a High-Mobility Networking

Vehicles sold today are equipped with multiple network wireless interfaces that

provide distinct performance and availability patterns (e.g., WiFi, 4G, and Blue-

tooth). To simultaneously measure the latency over multiple network interfaces, we

have developed a measurement tool, called VNperf. Once per second, the tool mea-

sures round-trip time (RTT) over multiple networks—three cellular and one WiFi

hotspot—by sending a small RPC packet to a dedicated server located at the Uni-

versity of Michigan. The former interfaces provide large coverage; the latter provides

intermediate coverage with low latency. The tool also collects the location and speed

of the vehicle. The extended version of the tool, described later in Section 2.2, collects

this additional information: the associated cellular tower identifier, association dura-

tion, and signal strength. We start with latency measurement in stationary settings

with three cellular networks. We repeat the measurement in high-mobility settings

with two cellular and one WiFi hotspot, by driving a vehicle in four representative

driving scenarios: downtown, highway, rural, and suburb, around Ann Arbor, Michi-
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gan. Each trace ranges 40-62 minutes long.

Recall that vehicles today have multiple network interfaces available. These hetero-

geneous interfaces may have distinct underlying performance and availability distri-

butions. This section seeks to answer the following questions with the traces collected:

• How unpredictable is the latency over wireless networks?

• To what extent, does mobility contribute to volatile network performance?

• How challenging is it to predict the near-future network performance?
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Figure 2.1: CDF of RTTs over three cellular networks for a stationary device.

We first look the results of latency measurement in the stationary setting. Fig-

ure 2.1 reports the RTT distributions for three cellular networks in a stationary case.

Immediately, we notice that the shape of each distribution is unique; Verizon resem-

bles a normal distribution, Sprint has bimodal distribution, and AT&T is somewhere

in the middle. Surprisingly, even though the device had approximately constant radio

signals, the tails of distributions are high for all three interfaces. The 99% tails are

324ms, 416ms, and 389ms for Verizon, Sprint, and AT&T, respectively.

We turn our attention to the high-mobility settings. Table 2.1 is a summary of

RTT measurement results with additional information. Out of three networks, WiFi

offers the lowest median latency when available. WiFi is available 25% and 30% in

the downtown and suburban areas, respectively. Our WiFi results are a considerable

change from a previous 2010 study [13] that reported results from an area correspond-
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Trace
Mean Verizon Sprint XFinityWiFi Hotspot
MPH Med. 95% 99% Med. 95% 99% Med. 95% 99% Avail.

D1: Downtown 5.33 83 99 125 81 127 142 30 1166 4273 30.07%
D2: Highway 66.55 87 120 182 115 370 12569 N/A N/A N/A 0.00%
D3: Rural 35.71 85 174 2933 110 221 8533 N/A N/A N/A 0.00%
D4: Suburban 7.52 82 98 127 111 135 9019 48 516 2333 25.75%

Table 2.1: Median (Med.) and tail RTTs for traces collected in four driving scenarios.
RTTs are given in milliseconds. The last column (Avail.) shows how often WiFi was
available in each scenario.

ing to our downtown trace. That study found average vehicle-to-WiFi access through

open APs to be available only 11% of the time. We found almost zero access through

open APs, but commercial WiFi access was available 3 times more often than APs in

the prior study.
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Figure 2.2: Scatter plot and CDF of RTTs in downtown driving scenario. RTTs above
140ms are not shown.

Interestingly, all three networks exhibit significant tail latency, ranging from

125ms to above 12 s. Figure 2.2a is the scatter plot of the downtown driving trace.

Clearly, no network offers a consistently superior performance. Furthermore, the la-

tency of a network often varies substantially from second to second. This finding

aligns with prior studies that report high variance in RTTs over cellular networks

in high-mobility environments [24, 85]. On the other hand, the average RTTs of the

networks are surprisingly stable. We confirm that there are very few trends where

RTT averaged over a longer time window increases or decreases. In sum, the latency

over a short time window is extremely unpredictable.
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Figure 2.2b is the distribution of the same trace. Each network exhibits a distinct

latency distribution. Verizon has an approximately normal distribution, Sprint has

bimodal behavior, and WiFi has mixed periods of low RTTs and high latency. A recent

study [104] finds that in a longitudinal measurement, the RTTs of the networks are

stable and predictable, because the RTT distributions rarely change. In our traces, the

high-mobility could have contributed to distinct shapes. So, we measure the impact

of the mobility in RTT distributions by measuring RTTs in a stationary case.

We next examine the predictability of network latency. For each sample, we first

determine which network offers the lowest RTT. We then ask: how often does the

network with the lowest RTT in each sample offer the lowest RTT in the next sample

(one second later)? The answer is: surprisingly infrequently. Across the four traces,

the lowest-latency network at a given time remains the lowest-latency network one

second later only 56% of the time. If the vehicle is stopped, predictability increases:

61% of the time, the lowest-latency network for a stopped vehicle remains the best

network one second later. For vehicles in motion, we found no correlation between

the vehicle’s speed and how often the lowest-latency network would remain best one

second later.

While many prior studies have examined wireless network performance [13, 32,

24, 130, 66], our specific focus is on examining network performance for vehicle-to-

infrastructure communication and latency-sensitive applications. Thus, many prior

studies measure bandwidth, while we measure round-trip time (RTT). Further, the

findings in our study often differ significantly from those of prior vehicular studies.

Balasubramanian et al. [13] study WiFi availability for offloading cellular traffic to

WiFi. Deng et al. [32] and Chen et al. [24] study the goodput of MPTCP over WiFi

and LTE. Sommers et al. [130] show high variability and tail latency for wireless

networks.

Many prior studies investigate using intermittent open WiFi APs from fast-moving
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vehicles [20, 33, 109, 110]. In contrast to these prior studies, we find that commer-

cial WiFi offerings now provide reasonable coverage in densely populated areas and

support moving vehicles with no modifications, yet open WiFi access points without

splash screens or other authentication are very hard to find. Use of multiple networks

for public bus WiFi has been studied [58, 93].

Our measurement study of high-mobility networking shows that wireless networks

in high-mobility setups are fundamentally turbulent. Throughout different networks,

the tail latency is common. Though the mobility contributes to a degree of turbu-

lence, it is not the determining factor. Predicting the near-future latency is extremely

challenging. Moreover, the best network that offers the lowest RTT remains only 3 s

in median. The results in sum suggest that there is a missed potential improvement

by using one network at a time.

2.2 Measurement Study to Various Points of Infrastructure

We next measure RTTs to reach various computing points located across network

infrastructure. Specifically, we measure RTTs to three points: an associated cellular

tower, a nearby but not associated tower, and cloud. We measure the inter-tower

latency by running VNperf on two mobile devices. Also, we collect the handover traces

in high-mobility settings by collecting tower association history in three representative

scenarios in Ann Arbor, Michigan: downtown, highway, and rural.

The results in the previous section suggests that the latency reaching back to

the cloud can be unacceptable for highly interactive applications such as AR/VR

applications. Because the recent advances in wireless technology have enabled low

stable latency over the last-mile links, the edge-computing resources, located at the

last-mile hop, can be a potential solution for those types of applications. The promise

of edge computing relies in part on co-locating computation close to where it is

needed. In this section, we examine the current cellular deployment to answer several
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important questions:

• How much is latency overhead imposed when the “wrong” edge nodes are used?

• How often does an edge computation need to migrate?

• How constrained is the inter-tower bandwidth?
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Figure 2.3: RTTs from mobile client to Associated cell site, to nearby Neighbor cell
sites, and to back-end Cloud sites. Each box-plot represents the 25th and 75th per-
centiles with black median bars and minimum and maximum wisps.

Figure 2.3 shows the latency experienced by a mobile client when communicating

with edge computations at three potential edge sites in stationary settings. The me-

dian RTT to the associated tower is only 7.2ms. In contrast, the median RTT to the

nearby yet not associated towers ranges from 112.5ms to 196.2ms. Surprisingly, the

median RTT to the cloud is only 78.8-118.0ms. In other words, for latency-sensitive

interactive applications, co-locating edge computations at the “wrong” cellular tower

can be much worsen than relying on computations at the cloud.

We further investigate on the disappointingly high median RTT to neighbor towers

located a few miles apart. In our measurement, one of neighbor towers (N0) is located

only a mile apart from one that the mobile client is associated with. From our packet

logs, we discover that data packets traverse fairly deeply into the backbone network

before they are rerouted back to the neighbor tower. The route between the two

sites includes multiple network hops such as a metro Ethernet network, a regional

telephone switching office, and a national switching center. As a result, the packets
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transverse at worst 1,600 miles end-to-end, even if source and sink towers are only a

mile apart.

Trace Duration
Mean Number of Towers Association Duration
MPH Association Changes Median 95% 99%

D1: Downtown 42 mins 13.80 65 18s 84s 171s
D2: Highway 44 mins 60.90 69 25s 158s 465s
D3: Rural small town 48 mins 29.86 41 27s 325s 511s

Table 2.2: Summary of number of tower association changes and association duration
per tower over three representative driving scenarios.

If using “wrong” edge nodes can be painful for highly interactive applications, how

often do we need to move the computations? To answer that, we measure association

duration in the high-mobility settings. Table 2.2 is the summary of tower association

changes. We immediately notice that the number of changes in tower association in

all three cases are high. However, the tails of association durations are quite different,

ranging from 171 s to 511 s. In other words, an edge node can be used anywhere from

as low as several seconds to as high as nine minutes.

Day Tower Association Sequence
1 9 1 2 7 1 8 3 5 3

2 1 2 1 2 1 3 4 3

3 1 2 1 3 4 3 5 3 5 3

4 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 3 6 3 4 5 4 5 3 5 3

5 1 2 1 2 1 3 4 3 4 5 3 5 3 5

Table 2.3: The sequence of tower associations in driving a short commuter route
repeatedly at five different dates over three months. Traversing the route (approxi-
mately 6 miles) takes 10 minutes in a good traffic.

We further examine patterns in association changes. On the same route, if the se-

quences of association changes are similar or identical, moving computations ahead-of-

time is easy. To confirm our hypothesis, we collected the handoff traces by repeatedly

driving the same 5.5 mile route on five different days spread out over several months.

Table 2.3 shows the sequences of tower associations for each of these drives. When

traveling this same route repeatedly, we see that while the tower sequences follow sim-
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ilar broad patterns (e.g., 1 appears before 3 appears), the specific sequence changes

each time. In some cases, an individual tower appears on only one of the five days.

There is likely to be some predictability for a given path, but it will not be perfect.

Inter-tower bandwidth capacity is critical for moving edge computations when a

mobile client is being handed off. Compared to the data-center network, the network

bandwidth in cellular edge sites can be extremely constrained. In fact, inter-tower

bandwidth capacities are often held over from previous generations of cellular network.

Also, the topology of towers is hierarchical. So, the capacities from towers to back-

haul network can be a potential bottleneck. We analyze raw capacity data for more

than 117,000 towers provisioned nationally and operated by a major cellular provider.

The median capacity of inter-tower bandwidth is only 430Mbps. Worse, 10% of sites

have capacity less than half of the median.

Such highly constrained bandwidths can lead to high migration delays when mov-

ing edge computations. For example, two interactive vision applications – Eye tracker

and AR navigation – have image sizes of 1GB and 600MB to transfer, respectively.

Therefore, just moving the full image from one site to another across median-capacity

links takes on the order of 10 seconds. Moving only the dynamic portion of the image

by computing the delta and shim of VM [54] and docker [92] images is possible; in our

experience with edge-native applications, 10 seconds of active computations in service

generates dirty state on the order of 10-100MB. Hence, even with such optimizations,

it still requires on the order of seconds to fully transfer images between cellular sites.

In summary, emerging vehicular applications can greatly benefit from using re-

sources in cellular edge nodes, compared to ones in a data-center. The distributed

nature of edge nodes is challenging, because the associated tower changes so fre-

quently and unexpectedly. Latency to “wrong” nodes, i.e., to a previously associated

node, is higher than to the cloud. To retain low latency, a computation server must

migrate to a newly associated tower. Unfortunately, our study shows that inter-tower
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bandwidth is prohibitively constrained. Migrating state between cellular edge nodes

may take an order of seconds, resulting in worsened application performance and poor

user-experience.

2.3 Measurement Study in Data-Center Networking

Over the turbulent wireless networks, applications reach the cloud infrastructure.

Unfortunately, turbulence remains perturbing across accessing distributed computing

resources in the cloud infrastructure [50, 116, 14, 73]. This is especially troublesome

for bandwidth-heavy applications that desire stable, high bandwidth connectivity for

many distributed computing nodes, e.g., stream-processing jobs and video-streaming

servers. As noted by previous works [141, 150], temporal bandwidth dip can hurt

application performance and user-experience drastically.

We have measured the available bandwidth between two virtual machines (VMs)

located in the same data center. This is probably the most common setup that dis-

tributed back-end applications are deployed. However, in some cases, computing nodes

are located across different data centers for various reasons such as cost to move data

and the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). So, we have repeated the mea-

surement study with two VMs, one located in East and another located in West,

to simulate the inter-connectivity of computing nodes between data centers. For the

measurement, we have used iperf3 tool that reports measured throughput at every

5 s interval.

Figure 2.4 shows the measured bandwidth of two cases over an hour window. We

immediately notice is that inter-connectivity across data centers (Inter-DC) has high

variability in a short time window. Applications may experience transfer time that

varies by 42% when moving an identical-sized object. This can be problematic for

geo-distributed applications that transfer a large data across data-centers. The next

observation is that intra-connectivity within the same data-center offers mostly stable
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Figure 2.4: CDF of RTTs over three cellular networks for stationary device.

bandwidth, 735Mbps in median. This is expected because two VMs can be hosted in

the same lack or even in the same physical machine [144]. Yet, around epoch 1200-

1500 s, we observe a large bandwidth dip, and bandwidth stays between 92-200Mbps.

Abrupt bandwidth dips can be troublesome for distributed connected applications

such as a live video-streaming service that needs to meet a tight processing time

budget.

In sum, the measurement results show that both inter- and intra-connectivity in

data-center networking environments have a degree of turbulence in bandwidth for

different probable reasons. The results also suggest that building a network-conscious

system for a data-center environment can be effective for distributed, connected ap-

plications to adapt.

2.4 Lessons

Our measurement studies clearly show that application connectivity remains

highly turbulent in both mobile and data-center environments. In particular, high-

mobility settings come with latency problem. User-facing applications typically used

in vehicles need a superb connectivity to infrastructure such as cloud- and edge-

computing. Vehicles sold today are equipped with multiple network interfaces. So,

applications can choose to send over multiple network interfaces. However, the study
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results show that no network consistently offers superior RTTs. Instead, each network

has a distinct RTT distribution and availability. Tails of RTT distributions for each

network are extremely high. As a result, predicting which network will offer the best

performance in the near-future is quite challenging. The findings suggest that the

latency from vehicle to infrastructure can result in high tail latency. Fortunately, the

study also suggests that one network with high RTTs can be masked by using another

network, when redundancy is employed.

Wireless networks are fundamentally turbulent. One potential solution is moving

elastic computing-resources closer to end-devices. We envision using ubiquitous cellu-

lar towers as intermediate locations for edge-computing resources. The study results

show that when end-devices and edge-nodes are co-located correctly, i.e., computation

server is at an associated tower’s edge node, the latency benefit is clear, offering an

order of magnitude lower RTT than to cloud. However, the distributed nature of edge

nodes in conjunction to vehicle’s high-mobility makes it challenging to co-locate two

parties correctly. Migrating stateful server may result in prohibitively high downtime

due to constrained inter-tower bandwidth provisioned. Hence, the study results moti-

vate us to investigate migration strategies and technologies in the context of cellular

edge nodes for vehicular applications.

Edge-nodes are intermediate complementary solutions; connected applications ul-

timately need to interact with the cloud infrastructure to stream new feeds, to fetch

and publish new data, and to connect with other entities. Sadly, the data-center net-

work environment also remains highly turbulent. This can be problematic emerging

distributed applications that run across multiple physical machines in a data-center or

across multiple data-centers. Our study results align with previous findings that the

data-center network environment is highly turbulent despite well-provisioned band-

width links. As a result, the end-to-end application connectivity may experience high

latency in and from the data-center network environment, leading to worsen user-
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experience.

In conclusion, we have identified connectivity problems that applications en-

counter today. The overall study results motivate us to build network-conscious sys-

tems to improve application performance over turbulent network environments. In the

following sections, we present three systems to conquer the problems and to improve

application connectivity, turn by turn.
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CHAPTER III

Redundant Network Transmission

The latency measurement study clearly shows that predicting near-future RTTs

of individual wireless networks is extremely challenging. A wrong prediction of the

best network may hurt the performance of latency-sensitive interactive applications,

and result in poor user-experience. Fortunately, modern end-devices are equipped

with multiple network interfaces, e.g., cellular, WiFi, and Bluetooth interfaces. Of-

ten, these interfaces exhibit distinct performance and availability distributions. In

other words, one network sometimes performs better than others but not always.

Accurately predicting which interface offers the lowest RTT in the near-future is dif-

ficult; redundantly transmitting data over multiple heterogeneous interfaces, and us-

ing whichever arrives the fastest, the application-perceiving latency can be improved.

Therefore, in-network redundant transmission can be beneficial to latency-sensitive

applications.

However, always transmitting redundantly can be wasteful, especially when one

network constantly outperforms others. So, a scheduler must employ redundancy

strategically to minimize excessive resource consumption. This chapter describes the

core design principles to employ in-network redundancy strategically only when it is

necessarily. It starts with a discussion of an existing multipath system. Specifically, it

focuses on a state-of-the-art system, Multipath TCP (MPTCP). Then, it elaborates

the problems centered around employing in-network redundancy strategically in exist-
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ing systems. Next, it details a prototype scheduler called RAVEN that incorporates

key design principles. Finally, it illustrates the performance improvement made by

RAVEN in both trace-driven simulation and live experiments. The chapter concludes

with some questions that have not been answered.

3.1 Background: Multipath TCP

Multipath TCP (MPTCP) is the state-of-the-art system that multiplexes a sin-

gle socket connection over multiple low-level TCP subflows [57, 122] that traverse

different network routes. Each subflow corresponds to a different wireless network

interface. The default scheduler in MPTCP is a minRTT that sends each packet over

one network at a time. For each packet transmission, the scheduler selects the subflow

with the lowest predicted RTT among all subflows that have not yet reached their

congestion window. Once the minimum RTT network reaches the congestion window,

the next-lowest RTT network is used. So, small size data are typically sent over the

network with the lowest predicted RTT; Large transmissions are striped over multiple

networks.

MPTCP links are bidirectional; both endpoints have independent schedulers.

MPTCP is flexible; new schedulers can be implemented as a loadable kernel mod-

ule. This has helped to make MPTCP scheduling an active area of innovation for

industry [3, 77] and the research community [56, 88, 87] (e.g., the latest release of

iOS has 3 separate MPTCP scheduling policies [3]).

3.2 Design Principles for Strategic In-network Redundancy

In-network redundant transmission has a potential latency improvement: it sends

data over multiple networks redundantly, uses whichever that arrives the earliest,

and discards later arriving ones. However, this approach may incur excessive data

usage when employed constantly. To systematically hedge a bet against uncertainty,
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strategically employing redundancy only when it is needed is beneficial. This section

investigates three core problems that heavily influence the design principles to support

the in-network redundancy.

3.2.1 Problem: Stale RTT measurements

MPTCP calculates an RTT estimate for each TCP subflow. It collects samples

from passive measurement of previous transmissions. It computes an exponentially

weighted moving average (EMWA) over collected samples to estimate current RTT.

Eventually, the estimate weights samples based on the order they were collected [70].

For applications that transmit large data frequently, this is a reasonable choice be-

cause there are many samples collected in a short time window.

Unfortunately, interactive applications transmit small amounts of data infre-

quently for various reasons (e.g., waiting on user input, utterance streaming). As

a result, the wall-time epoch of collected samples can be far apart, even though the

order is relatively close. In other words, an RTT sample measured an hour ago may

have equivalent weight as sample measured a few seconds ago. And the weight of stale

sample can result in inaccurate RTT estimation. Therefore, weighting RTT samples

based on wall-time epoch adjusts weights of stale measurements.

3.2.2 Problem: Scalar RTT prediction

Existing schedulers rely on scalar RTT prediction to select which network to use.

However, in a multi-network environment where a network remains the best network

for only 3 s in median, a network’s performance fluctuates a lot in a short time window.

When multiple networks are available, the scalar prediction does not account for the

uncertainty of the near-future RTT variants. So, existing schedulers often mis-predict

the near-future best network, and this results in worsen latency.

Although wireless networks have very short run-lengths, the underlying a net-

work’s RTT distribution remains relatively stable over the long-term. However, we
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cannot assume a particular type of distributions when there are sufficient measure-

ments for the central limit theorem to hold. Instead, using the distribution of past

relative prediction errors, we can estimate certainty in the form of a confidence inter-

val. A confidence interval quantifies the certainty of current RTT predictions.

3.2.3 Problem: Active probing is wasteful

A confidence interval is insufficient to overcome infrequent samples for interactive

applications. This is because a previous network that performs the best will be selected

even though another network’s performance has improved. A potential approach to

conquer this is periodic active probing that sends small data over unused networks

at fixed intervals. However, this can be very wasteful when a network continuously

underperforms.

Instead, we propose an aging mechanism that extends the tails of the confidence

interval, proportional to the last-used time. Aging is a more elegant solution than

periodic probing; it employs redundancy over an unused network to collect recent

samples and to hedge a bet on the potential RTT improvement of the network.

3.3 Design and Implementation of RAVEN

We have implemented a prototype scheduler, called RAVEN1 that incorporates

the core design principles discussed in the previous section. This section outlines some

of the design choices made for implementing RAVEN.

3.3.1 Adjusting for stale RTT measurements

TCP weights RTT samples by the order in which they arrive; e.g., the nth sample

receives the same weight if it has taken 100ms or 10 seconds in the past. To support

interactive applications that transmit small amounts of data infrequently, RAVEN

uses elapsed time rather than order to weight RTT samples. RAVEN uses a weighted

1Redundancy Aided VEhicular Networking
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average of per-subflow RTT samples to predict RTT for each subflow:

RTTpred =

∑n
i wi ∗RTTi∑n

i wi
(3.1)

RAVEN weights the ith RTT sample by the time elapsed since the sample was taken:

wi = e−(tnow−ti)/λ (3.2)

where tnow is the current timestamp, ti is the time the RTT sample was taken, and

λ is a network-specific aging factor. Thus, two consecutive samples will have almost

the same weight if they occur within a short time period and very different weights

if they are separated by a long time.

RAVEN adaptively sets λ to minimize the root mean squared error (RMSE) of the

prediction error for previous predictions made for each network. It temporarily logs

each prediction and the actual RTT measured by TCP. We observe that λ changes

infrequently, so RAVEN recalculates values once per day based on the previous day’s

observations.

3.3.2 Calculating confidence interval

RAVEN always sends data over the network with the lowest predicted RTT, sim-

ilar to the default MPTCP scheduler, minRTT. However, When predicting RTT for

each subflow, RAVEN estimates certainty in the form of a confidence interval calcu-

lated using the distribution of past relative prediction errors. If the RTT confidence

interval for any other network overlaps with the confidence interval of the lowest RTT

network, RAVEN also transmits the data over that network. This yields strategic re-

dundancy: RAVEN uses multiple networks when it has poor confidence that one will

be faster than another.

RAVEN calculates confidence intervals from the order statistics of relative predic-

tion errors. For each sample, it computes relative error by dividing the actual RTT

measurement by the value it predicted. We tried using both relative error and ab-

solute error and found that relative error yielded slightly better results. Specifically,
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RAVEN sorts the relative errors and takes, e.g., the 5% and 95% percentile values to

calculate the 90% confidence interval over the relative error. Confidence intervals are

recalculated once per day when RAVEN recalculates λ.

Confidence intervals provide an effective knob for adaptively tuning the trade-

off between performance and data usage. An application or user can choose which

confidence interval RAVEN should use and thereby adjust the trade-off between min-

imizing RTT and minimizing data usage. Intervals of 100% cause data to be sent

over all available networks; intervals of 0% yield no redundancy. RAVEN uses 90%

confidence intervals by default.

3.3.3 Replacing active probing with aging

RAVEN uses its confidence in its predictions to determine when to transmit data

redundantly over a network. Intuitively, if our last measurement of a poor-performing

network is recent, we have high confidence in that prediction. As time passes with-

out new measurements, our confidence in the prediction decreases. Eventually, the

confidence interval for the poor-performing network will overlap with that of the

best-predicted network, and RAVEN will transmit data redundantly over the poor-

performing network, generating new RTT measurements. This provides a more strate-

gic replacement for active probing.

RAVEN scales each confidence interval by a factor that is a function of the time

since the most recent sample was taken. Note that the recency of samples does not

affect the expected value of predictions since the exponential weightings of all prior

samples decrease by the same relative amount as time passes. The scaling function

is calculated from empirical observations once per day. RAVEN first calculates the

RMSE for past samples. To calculate the scaling factor for the case where the most

recent sample is n seconds old, it first calculates a prediction for each sample omitting

any measurements that occurred less than n seconds prior to the prediction. It then

calculates the RMSE for those predictions. The relative difference between RMSEs
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is the scaling factor for time n. RAVEN stores the scaling factor for different values

of n in a lookup table. In summary, the bounds of the confidence interval for a RTT

prediction are:
RTTpred ± (RTTpred/RelErrorCI) ∗Age(Tnow − Tn) (3.3)

where RelErrorCI is the confidence interval of the relative error calculated as de-

scribed in the previous section, Age() is the scaling function, Tnow is the current time,

and Tn is the most recent RTT measurement. Note that RelErrorCI and Age() are

calculated once per day, but the other variables are based on recent RTT measure-

ments.

In contrast to periodic probing, RAVEN will not try to use poorly-performing

networks when it is confident that a current network offers better performance. For

example, with a stable low-latency WiFi connection, it makes little sense to see if a

poorly-performing cellular network has improved; even the best case latency for the

cellular network will not be superior to that of the currently-available WiFi.

3.3.4 Identifying latency-sensitive traffic

Rather than require application hints, RAVEN automatically detects traffic for

which low RTT is relatively unimportant and avoids redundancy in those instances.

Small transfers are most sensitive to RTT. Large transfers (e.g., downloading a binary

or video) are potentially latency-sensitive, but the impact of RTT on the relative

completion time of the entire transfer is insignificant; the default MPTCP scheduling

policy of striping across multiple networks is likely best [121, 122].

For each MPTCP connection, RAVEN automatically switches between redundant

mode (in which it may transmit the same data over multiple networks) and non-

redundant mode (which, in order to limit implementation complexity, is the same as

the default MPTCP scheduler). Since RAVEN is implemented as a kernel module, it

can observe several low-level data structures to attempt to differentiate between small

and large transfers. We examined several options and determined that the per-subflow
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TCP queue size, per-flow congestion windows, and main MPTCP socket queue occu-

pancy were the most informative metrics to consider. The RAVEN scheduler switches

from redundant to non-redundant mode if at least n−1 out of n active subflows have

their congestion window’s worth of data in the per-subflow queue. It switches from

non-redundant to redundant mode if all per-subflow queues and the main MPTCP

socket queue have less than two packets to transmit.

With this algorithm, distinct transfers usually start in redundant mode. Small

transfers typically complete before a mode switch happens, and large transfers switch

after sending several packets. Our results in Section 3.4.5 show that this strategy re-

sults in very little data being sent redundantly for typical large consumers of data such

as Web, video, and application downloads. Since large transfers naturally contribute

the vast majority of bytes sent, most data sent by RAVEN will be transmitted non-

redundantly. Yet, RAVEN still improves response time significantly for interactive

applications with small transmission sizes.

We have also built an MPTCP proxy so that applications that are not MPTCP-

aware can use RAVEN without modification. A client proxy, which we expect to run

on the connected car’s AP, accepts TCP connections and redirects traffic to either

MPTCP-aware servers or a persistent MPTCP connection with a cloud proxy. The

cloud proxy, in turn, redirects traffic to unmodified servers.

3.3.5 Cancelling duplicate transmissions

Prior user-level implementations [51, 59] have limited ability to cancel useless work

(e.g., sending data over one network that has already been acknowledged by another)

because they cannot easily revoke data that has already been given to the kernel.

This leads to head-of-line blocking, and may require throttling to improve interactive

latency [60].

MPTCP requires each subflow to deliver data in order; it pushes data from the

subflow queue to its meta-level queue only when the data is in order according to the
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subflow sequence number. In contrast, RAVEN also pushes data to the meta-level

queue if data that is out of order at the subflow level would be in order at the meta

level, and this avoids unnecessary retransmissions. Note that applications still receive

data in order.

When sending acknowledgments, RAVEN inspects the MPTCP socket to see if

missing packets have been delivered via other subflows; it includes such data when

calculating the acknowledged sequence number, which in turn eliminates unneeded

subflow-level retransmission. Finally, at the sender, when data is acknowledged by

any subflow, RAVEN removes it from all per-subflow queues. If the data has not

yet been sent by a subflow, this completely eliminates the redundant transmission.

Otherwise, this avoids possible retransmissions.

Proactive cancellation is especially useful when RTT spikes are frequent or net-

works are intermittently available. For instance, when a network is temporarily un-

available, many packets can accumulate in the subflow queue. Eventually, this data

is sent and acknowledged over another subflow. RAVEN proactively removes these

packets when acknowledgments are received, so the subflow can transmit new data

when connectivity returns. A user-level implementation cannot cancel this work, so

considerable time and bandwidth are wasted transmitting useless data.

3.3.6 Implementation

RAVEN scheduler is implemented as a loadable kernel module. RAVEN works

with the mainstream Linux kernel as of 2020. The kernel module implements the

MPTCP next segment() and get subflow() functions to enforce its scheduling de-

cisions and direct packets to the appropriate subflow queue. It maintains a shadow

data structure, the redundant queue, that records which subflows are responsible for

transmitting which data, along with the per-subflow transmission status. Currently,

RAVEN clones packet headers for data in the redundant queue; this avoids conflict-

ing with packets counting for TCP Segment Offloading (TSO). RAVEN uses integer
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approximation of floating point calculations. For the exponential function, it uses

Schraudolph’s approximation [127]. Confidence intervals derived from order statistics

and aging factors are stored in lookup tables to improve performance.

3.4 Evaluation

Our evaluation answers the following questions:

• How much does RAVEN improve performance for interactive applications com-

pared to default MPTCP?

• Are confidence intervals an effective method for balancing performance and data

usage?

• How effectively does RAVEN conserve bandwidth by avoiding redundancy for

larger transmissions?

• How much do individual elements of RAVEN’s design contribute to its perfor-

mance improvements?

3.4.1 Methodology and Applications

We use both trace-driven emulations and side-by-side comparisons in live vehicle

experiments. Section 3.4.3 reports live vehicular experiments; for repeatability, all

other experiments use trace-driven emulation of the four network traces from the

study in Section 2.1. We use a leave-one-out method in which we first train RAVEN

to determine λ, confidence intervals, and scaling factors (discussed in Section 3.2) for

each network using three traces, and then we evaluate the results of running RAVEN

on the remaining network trace. Note that these traces were selected to be dissimilar,

so this methodology biases against RAVEN to some degree.

Our emulated setup has a client with multiple interfaces and a server that responds

to client requests. All machines run Ubuntu 14.04. The client has 8 3.5GHz cores

and 16GB RAM; the server has 8 2.8GHz cores and 8GB RAM. We use tc to
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replay collected traces, changing the RTT for each network every second to match

the RTTs measured in Section 2.1. Note that since we measured RTTs every second,

our emulation results do not include delays from network power management that

occur after multiple seconds of network idleness. We evaluate the impact of power

management in live vehicle experiments in Section 3.4.3. Since we are evaluating

latency-sensitive applications that send only a few bytes, bandwidth values do not

particularly affect our results. We set bandwidth to 2Mb/s.

For live vehicular experiments, we run the same application simultaneously on

two identical laptops, configured as described above. Although these experiments

are inherently unrepeatable, we try to keep characteristics similar to a specific trace

by driving in the same geographic area in which we collected the trace. We also

synchronize the two applications so that they initiate requests at the same time.

We use three applications to evaluate RAVEN: speech recognition, music stream-

ing, and Yelp recommendation. We selected these applications because they are com-

monly used in a vehicle; they also have a diversity of network access patterns. Each

application records the response time of its activities. Unless otherwise noted, the

applications are not modified to use RAVEN or provide hints.

3.4.2 Application response time

We begin by evaluating how much RAVEN improves application response time

compared to the default MPTCP scheduler. Figure 3.1 shows results for speech, music,

and Yelp, from left to right. Results for the four traces from our study in Section 2.1

are shown from top to bottom.

RAVEN uses its default confidence interval of 90%; in Section 3.4.4, we explore

the effect of changing this parameter. Since our applications do not send much data,

MPTCP does not stripe data and instead sends all data over the subflow with the

lowest predicted RTT. Thus, its behavior should be the same as other schedulers such

as Apple’s modified minRTT scheduler [4]. We also show performance using TCP over
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Figure 3.1: CDFs of application response time for speech, music and Yelp. We com-
pare RAVEN (using its default 90% confidence interval) with the MPTCP default
scheduler, as well as with TCP over cellular and WiFi.

each network.

RAVEN substantially outperforms default MPTCP for all applications in all sce-

narios, as shown by the CDF line in each graph being further to the left. For example,

in D1:Speech in the top left corner of Figure 3.1, RAVEN is able to effectively use

WiFi when it offers low latency, but MPTCP often does not use the network due to

stale, high RTT measurements. At higher latencies, RAVEN has lower response times

than either cellular network because it exploits whichever offers better connectivity

at the moment. Across all scenarios, RAVEN provides an average speedup in a me-

dian response time of 26%, 19% and 30% for speech, music, and Yelp, respectively,

as compared to MPTCP.

We note that these results seem to track how frequently each application transmits:

the music application’s network usage is most continuous, whereas Yelp’s is the most
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App Trace
Verizon Sprint MPTCP RAVEN

Med. 95% 99% Med. 95% 99% Med. 95% 99% Med. 95% 99%

Speech

D1 84 101 119 75 125 141 85 112 132 59 93 109
D2 89 119 173 115 2240 T/O 98 414 T/O 79 111 129
D3 87 215 T/O 105 820 T/O 87 156 781 75 127 T/O
D4 83 97 155 113 135 T/O 85 129 T/O 71 93 103

Music

D1 169 201 242 154 255 283 168 236 275 124 188 213
D2 177 240 341 228 300 1056 180 232 281 163 230 260
D3 173 289 825 190 296 657 179 315 867 153 244 317
D4 167 205 312 220 265 436 167 246 339 146 195 245

Yelp

D1 85 101 185 91 131 169 85 125 137 61 93 105
D2 89 129 175 119 265 10677 87 145 579 83 117 135
D3 86 161 815 109 149 5565 112 257 713 75 129 149
D4 83 105 135 113 141 251 83 131 558 63 93 111

Table 3.1: Median, 95%, and 99% application response times for speech, music, and
Yelp. All values are in msecs.

infrequent. Our belief is that RAVEN’s explicit incorporation into its predictions of

when each measurement was taken yields greater improvement for applications with

less frequent network usage.

Table 3.1 provides more detail about tail behavior for the individual cellular net-

works, MPTCP, and RAVEN (we omit WiFi since it is not frequently available for

any entire trace). These results show that both RAVEN and MPTCP substantially

improve tail response time compared to the individual networks by using a different

network when performance on a given network is poor. However, RAVEN also sub-

stantially improves on MPTCP response times. Across the four scenarios, RAVEN

provides an average speedup in 95% tail response time of 66%, 20% and 30% for

speech, music, and Yelp, respectively, as compared to MPTCP.

For 99% tail response time, the speech application times out for over 1% of the

recognitions in two scenarios for MPTCP, but only one for RAVEN. RAVEN provides

a speedup of 21% over MPTCP in the other speech scenarios. Across all scenarios,

RAVEN provides an average speedup in 99% tail response time of 52% for music and

341% for Yelp as compared to MPTCP. Thus, RAVEN reduces the substantial delays

at the tail of the distribution.
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Figure 3.2: CDFs of application response time for speech and Yelp in live experiments.

3.4.3 Live experiments

We confirmed our emulated results by repeating a subset of the experiments in

the vehicle. With two laptops available, we chose to compare RAVEN running with

default 90% confidence intervals and MPTCP using its default scheduler. Figure 3.2

shows results for speech and Yelp in live scenarios of about 1 hour duration in a subset

of our four traces.

Interestingly, RAVEN’s relative performance benefit in the live experiments is

greater than in the emulated experiments. More variation occurs in a vehicle; e.g.,

disconnected networks and poorly performing networks are not always distinguished

correctly, and the frequency of RTT variation is greater than the one-second variation

in our traces. RAVEN is designed to deal with uncertainty, and so it adapts better

to this variation. For speech, RAVEN’s average speedup in median response time

over MPTCP is 46%, ranging between 8% and 80% for the four scenarios. RAVEN’s

average 95% response time is over two times faster, and its average 99% response

time is over three times faster. MPTCP performs extremely poorly for Yelp in both

scenarios. RAVEN’s average speedup in median response time over MPTCP is 3.4x.
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There is over an order of magnitude difference in both 95% and 99% response times.

From packet logs, we found the reason for this behavior: the default MPTCP

scheduler interacts extremely poorly with network power management. Yelp trans-

mits infrequently, so when a network is selected, it is often in power-saving mode.

When sending a request to the server, both RAVEN and MPTCP experience a power

promotion delay, which is the time for the network to resume sending data when it

was previously in a low-power mode. However, MPTCP often incurs a second power

promotion delay because the server chooses to send the response over a different net-

work. RAVEN often avoids this cost because it sends the original request over two or

more networks; the second network has already exited from its low-power mode when

the response is transmitted. For speech, MPTCP will often incur a power promotion

delay when switching to a new network; RAVEN often hides this delay by transmitting

redundantly during periods where the lowest-latency network is changing.

A second poor interaction is that MPTCP’s retransmission mechanism is unaware

of power management delays; as a result, it can be either too aggressive or too con-

servative. The default MPTCP scheduler retransmits data over additional subflows

if the subflow-level retransmission timer expires. The timer is conservatively set by

multiplying the RTT estimation by 4 (see [123] for details). Thus, when the default

MPTCP scheduler selects the wrong subflow, it can wait a long time before retrans-

mitting over other subflows (i.e., it is too conservative). However, when a power

promotion delay occurs, the default MPTCP scheduler will observe a long delay in

receiving an acknowledgment and incorrectly switch to another subflow. In turn, that

subflow will likely experience a power promotion delay. Because the default scheduler

is not aware of power management delays, it is too aggressive in switching between

subflows. Strategies that aggressively retransmit tail data [38, 155, 1] would help with

the first problem, but also would likely make the second problem worse unless they

explicitly consider power management behavior.
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We confirmed these observations by re-running all the experiments while injecting

a small amount of additional traffic to keep all networks from entering power save

mode. The second and last columns of Figure 3.2 show results for speech and Yelp,

respectively. As expected, the speech results are roughly similar (especially given the

lack of repeatability in live driving), but the Yelp results show considerable improve-

ment for MPTCP, and, to a lesser extent, for RAVEN. Still, for Yelp, RAVEN provides

median application response time more than two times faster than MPTCP, while

95% and 99% tail response times are approximately four times faster.

3.4.4 Effect of changing confidence intervals
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Figure 3.3: These CDFs show how the choice of confidence interval affects application
response time for speech, music and Yelp. We show results with the default MPTCP
scheduler for comparison.

Figure 3.3 shows the effect on RTT of modifying which confidence intervals

RAVEN uses. Figure 3.4 shows the extra bytes sent over the network (normalized
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to the total bytes transmitted by the application) for each confidence interval. These

and subsequent experiments are run in the emulated environment.

It is important to note that these experiments are designed to generate only

latency-sensitive traffic with small data sizes. Thus, these values do not reflect how

much redundant data would be sent for a typical workload. As we will see in the next

section, RAVEN transmits almost no data redundantly for larger transmissions, and,

due to their size, one would expect such transmissions to comprise the vast majority

of bytes sent and received by a mobile device.

100% confidence intervals are always redundant: all bytes are sent over all net-

works. This offers the lowest RTTs, but it also effectively doubles the number of bytes

sent when two networks are available and triples it with three networks (actually, the

total number of bytes is slightly larger due to retransmission). Shrinking the confi-

dence intervals results in successively fewer bytes sent, but also higher RTTs. While

users may have different preferences, we chose 90% confidence intervals as the default

setting for RAVEN because it lies at the knee of the curve. This setting has similar

performance to always sending redundantly, but it sends many fewer bytes. Lower

confidence intervals offer further reduction in bytes sent, but they also noticeably

degrade performance.
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3.4.5 Effect of mode switching

Unlike prior systems [51, 59], RAVEN does not require applications to declare or

hint about data size in order to decide when to transmit redundantly. Instead, it infers

small and large transmissions as described in Section 3.3.4. We transmit data from

the client to the server 10 times, with a pause of 30 seconds between transmissions,

while we replay the D1 trace. We configured RAVEN to always send redundantly in

this experiment to isolate the effect of mode switching.

Figure 3.5 shows how mode switching affects the number of bytes sent redundantly

for different transfer sizes. We transmit data from the client to the server 10 times,

with a pause of 30 seconds between transmissions, while we replay the D1 trace. We

configured RAVEN to always send redundantly in this experiment to isolate the effect

of mode switching.

For small transfers (1KB and 10KB), all data is sent redundantly. For 50KB

transfers, 41.67% of data is sent redundantly. Yet, only 6.28% of 100KB transfers

and 1.27% of 1MB transfers are sent redundantly. We do not explicitly measure

power usage because, in connected cars, the built-in network interfaces are powered

by the vehicle engine, and mobile devices connect to these interfaces via the hotspot.

With the MPTCP proxy at the AP, mobile devices transmit only a single copy of the

data.
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We confirmed the micro-benchmark results by examining redundant bytes trans-

mitted for representative mobile workloads while replaying the downtown trace. All

applications are unmodified and use our MPTCP proxy. Web, video, and, and appli-

cation download are three large consumers of mobile bandwidth. We loaded the home

pages of the Alexa top 100 Web sites (as of March 2018) in the Chrome Web browser.

Overall, 4.9% of bytes were sent redundantly. 2.4% of bytes received and 55.3% of

bytes sent by the client are transmitted redundantly. The difference reflects the size

disparity between typical HTTP requests and responses, and the results show that

our heuristics do a good job of distinguishing small and large transmissions. When

we used mplayer to stream a 50MB mkv video via MPEG-DASH, only 0.03% of

bytes were transmitted redundantly. We installed the libreoffice-help-en-us package

via apt-get, which sent 2.4MB of data to the client. Only 0.59% of the bytes were

sent redundantly. Thus, for heavy consumers of mobile bandwidth (Web, video, and

application download), RAVEN transmits very little data redundantly.

3.4.6 Effect of using scaling for sample age

Finally, we examine the impact of RAVEN’s policy of discounting samples by the

amount of time that has passed since they were collected (discussed in Section 3.3.1).

We modified RAVEN to not take sample age into account when calculating confi-

dence intervals. Figure 3.6 compares RAVEN with and without aging for the Yelp

application and trace D1 (we chose Yelp because it has the least-frequent network

transmissions). The aging mechanism appears to be very important, as RAVEN ac-

tually underperforms both cellular networks with the mechanism disabled. Without

scaling, RAVEN attaches too much importance to stale samples, creating an overcon-

fidence in its predictions that leads to it not employing redundancy when it should.
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3.5 Related Works

Redundancy in mobile computing: DEMS [51] and Meatballs [59] both reduce

completion time in multipath communication by transmitting data redundantly. Al-

though both use redundancy to mask prediction uncertainty, RAVEN has several

important innovations. First, both prior systems require extensive application hints

(DEMS requires applications to disclose transfer sizes, while Meatballs requires appli-

cations to distinguish small, latency-sensitive transfers). In contrast, RAVEN requires

no hints or application modification. Second, DEMS and Meatballs are user-level im-

plementations. RAVEN’s kernel implementation allowed us to add several optimiza-

tions that cancel work rendered unnecessary by redundant operations. Third, our eval-

uation results show substantial benefits available from using three networks. Whereas

RAVEN easily scales to any number of networks, DEMS is fundamentally limited

to two networks (because each network starts transmitting at one end of the data

block and they meet in the middle), and Meatballs computation scales exponentially

with the number of networks because it uses joint probability distributions. RAVEN

also explores the power of explicit confidence intervals, using them to balance latency

and data usage, decide when to transmit redundantly, and test poorly-performing

networks for improvement.

Multipath TCP: MPTCP [57] extends TCP to provide multipath communication

over multiple underlying networks [122]. Its default scheduler uses the network with

the lowest RTT for small transfers and stripes larger transmissions across multiple

networks. MPTCP is increasingly being adopted by mobile operating systems, and

scheduler design is a very active area of innovation [3, 77]. RAVEN is a new MPTCP

scheduler that implements strategic redundancy. Although many vendors are adding

support for MPTCP [3, 77], deployment is still not universal. To support unmodified

applications and operating systems, we use a TCP-to-MPTCP proxy, similar to the

approach used by previous MPTCP research projects [105, 51, 55, 43]. ReMP [43] is
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an MPTCP scheduler that transmits data redundantly over all available networks;

this will consume too much mobile data. In comparison, RAVEN uses redundancy

only when it is most likely to improve user-perceived performance for latency-sensitive

applications.

Issues of heterogeneous wireless networks: MPTCP performance issues when

using heterogeneous wireless networks are well-documented. Several schedulers ad-

dress aspects of this problem without redundancy. Wischik et al. [146] consider both

RTT and congestion to select networks. Yang et al. [151] and Khalili et al. [74] compen-

sate for RTT spikes with adaptive, rate-based scheduling. Paasch et al. [111] mitigate

bufferbloat by detecting RTT spikes. While these solutions each ameliorate negative

side-effects from unpredictable, high network latency, RAVEN instead attacks the

underlying issue by transmitting over additional networks to mask latency spikes in a

single network. The limitations of TCP’s default RTT estimation algorithm [70] are

also well-studied. Several studies [55, 88, 105] show it is vulnerable to RTT fluctu-

ations arising from use of multiple heterogeneous networks. MPTCP has also been

used in data centers to aggregate bandwidth of multiple networks [121, 156].

3.6 Discussion

The performance of wireless networks is extremely volatile, especially in vehicular

settings. Predicting near-future RTTs of each network is very challenging. Fortunately,

modern mobile devices are equipped with multiple heterogeneous network interfaces

that offer distinct performance and availability distribution. Strategic redundancy im-

proves application-perceiving latency with minimal excessive resource usage. RAVEN

is a loadable MPTCP-kernel scheduler module that implements design principles for

strategic redundancy without application modification nor significant kernel mod-

ification. The evaluation in live experiments shows up to 11x of 95% tail latency

improvement, as compared to MPTCP’s default scheduler. Therefore, strategic re-
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dundancy is beneficial to latency-sensitive applications that need good connectivity

to computing infrastructure like the cloud.
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CHAPTER IV

Co-locating Computations

Emerging vehicular applications such as driver-assistant and semi-autonomous

driving applications need to process large-size inputs collected from vehicles in near

real-time. A recent article reports that a vehicle generates 25GB sensor data per

hour [69], equivalent to 7.1MB per second. The benefit of improved connectivity

by redundant transmission diminishes quickly for these data-intensive applications,

because large data are striped over multiple networks. The slowest network that blocks

server applications to process data, commonly referred as the Head-of-Line (HoL)

blocking problem, leads to poor application performance and worse user-experience.

Furthermore, streaming input data to the cloud to process is unreliable due to

tail latency and bandwidth hiccups, as discussed in Section 2.1. Also, it is monetarily

expensive to ship the data over constrained cellular networks. Upgrading in-vehicle

physical computation units can be prohibitively costly and unsustainable for soci-

ety, apart from reliability concerns, energy constraints, form factors, etc. Fortunately,

edge nodes located in ubiquitous cellular towers can provide moderate computing

capacity with very low latency (hence, low application response time) and high band-

width between client application in a vehicle and server computation in an edge node.

Telecommunication operators increasingly deploy computations at cellular towers to

pre-process user-generated data and to reduce the load on connection to backhaul

networks [8, 142, 107]. Note that the current deployment focuses on Software-Defined
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Networking (SDN); we envision the computations at cellular towers will become avail-

able to broad categories of third-party applications.

Sadly, a distributed nature of edge resources located in “last-mile” hops, i.e.,

cell towers, makes it challenging to work with emerging vehicular applications. For

stationary devices like smartphones and laptops, applications can continue to offload

to servers in the same edge node. However, vehicular applications need to migrate or

replicate computation servers when a tower switches, which happens frequently and

unpredictably in vehicular setups. Reaching back to edge node in the previous tower

results in much higher latency than reaching the cloud, as shown in Section 2.2.

The problem becomes complicated for stateful applications that must retain a full

copy of the application state from the previous node in order to resume the service

at the current node. In other words, a stateful application (e.g., object tracking)

must retain its previous state when the edge node changes. In comparison, stateless

application (e.g., object recognition) can be replicated across multiple nearby nodes

to handle incoming requests. As studied in Section 2.2, inter-tower bandwidth pro-

visioned in current cellular infrastructure is extremely constrained. Moving the state

with 1GB takes an order of seconds, during which client application experiences

“downtime” that lags frames or even becomes unresponsive.

Applications can manage and transfer the state when the associated edge node

switches for cellular handover; it is unrealistic for the edge (and cellular) providers to

expose tower-related information to third parties in the foreseeable future, relying on

underlying systems to migrate application state. Existing edge systems [53, 92, 54]

accommodate server applications in encapsulated platforms such as VM in QEMU

and container in Kubernetes. Because the server application state is encapsulated in

a virtual machine, underlying systems can live migrate the state in memory without

deciphering the structural organization of contents in the application state. Live mi-

gration incrementally ships memory states by computing a delta of previously shipped
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and current states. When the delta is small enough to ship within a threshold, the

migrated server resumes after downtime to ship the final delta.

Live migration works great for applications that have small application states and

memory footprints, because the final delta determines application downtime, and the

majority of the state can be pre-provisioned to sink node ahead of time, as we explore

later in this chapter. To pre-provision a state across future edge-nodes, one needs to

predict the next edge nodes likely to associate. In this chapter, we first explore a vari-

ous location prediction methods based on the information gathered in existing cellular

infrastructure. The preliminary evaluation of the individual method is disappointing;

the joint model offers better prediction accuracy for our target platforms.

Next, we study existing VM migration techniques with two simple stateful applica-

tions: vehicle line tracking and a drowsy driving monitor. We measure the application-

perceiving downtime with and without optimization in an off-the-shelf VM migration

system. The evaluation results are devastating, even with the optimization, result-

ing in seconds of downtime during which the applications completely become unre-

sponsive. This is particularly problematic for emerging vehicular applications that

are data-intensive. They process large-size inputs and dirty memory pages rapidly.

When the edge node changes, the final delta to transfer is too large to ship within a

reasonable time across extremely constrained inter-tower links. As a result, existing

migration systems incur high downtime, typically in an order of tens of seconds

We turn our attention to explore a new migration approach that collaborates with

applications to identify a necessary portion of application state and hence, to minimize

the downtime with a smaller size of state to transfer. Our approach differs two folds

from prior works [53, 92, 54] that investigate compression approaches to minimize the

final delta. First, we acknowledge the fundamental problem in encapsulation and asks

the application developers for help, whereas the prior approaches provide a one-fits-all

solution. Second, we identify that server applications (serverlets) maintain state across
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requests. We introduce inter-request state abstraction for an alternative to expose the

state without breaking encapsulation platforms. Toward the end, we discuss design

choices made along the way building a prototype system, named Croesus as a plugable

module. The evaluation results show that Croesus module improves up to 3x in median

and 4x in 99% tail latency by consuming 240x less bandwidth to migrate, compared

to QEMU’s live migration. Finally, the chapter concludes with a discussion of some

related works.

4.1 Predicting next location

The location of an edge node that is and/or will be associated with the end-device

is critical [133]. When a mobile client moves to a new cell tower, the measurement

study of latency in Chapter II tells us that leaving the edge computation behind is a

poor choice, because the latency to reaching back to the previous tower is prohibitively

high. On the other hand, moving the state just-in-time when the new association

is detected would take an order of seconds or even minutes to migrate the state

from the previous tower because of the constrained inter-tower bandwidth. Therefore,

predictively migrating at least part of the state in advance to the next cell tower can

be highly beneficial.

Unfortunately, accurately predicting the entire future path of a mobile client is

very challenging, as noted by previous studies [80, 113, 16, 34, 103]. Unlike smart-

phones, high-mobility clients can quickly and randomly change their paths in the

middle of a trip. Although sophisticated machine learning models [75, 37, 139] can

accurately predict the start and end locations (hence, the towers) of a trip based on

the devices’ history, predicting the exact turn-by-turn routes of the end-to-end trip

in advance is extremely difficult.

Fortunately, predictive migration does not need to know every tower along the end-

to-end trip in advance, because the state of active edge computations gets modified
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quickly and is required to be re-transmitted eventually in the long-term future. In

other words, moving the state to towers predicted to be associated more than tens

of seconds from now would be wasteful. As a result, predicting near-future locations

of the mobile client in next few seconds based on the current location, speed, and

trajectory is sufficient. In fact, previous work [115] shows that predicting locations

over the next a few seconds is easy based on the trajectory information and the current

location of the mobile client, by assuming straight-line movements at constant speed.

Any particular location is typically covered by multiple cellular towers. That

means, location prediction alone does not tell which tower the mobile client will

associate with. So, given location predictions, we need to identify a set of potential

next towers. There are three potential sources of information that might be helpful: a

lookup table, coverage dataset, and history of past handoffs. The first, and simplest, is

a lookup table that given a latitude and longitude produces a “preferred” tower. The

second method makes use of the coverage area dataset. These two are from the cellular

service provider; the third is from the mobile client: the history of cell associations at

given locations. Unfortunately, we find that none of this information independently

is helpful to accurately predict the next tower(s); instead, jointly considering them

together can give us a useful prediction in the majority of cases.

The lookup table was originally created to speculatively choose a tower with which

a mobile client in any given location would be associated with the highest probability,

using the tower preference map provided by the operator. The table is represented as

a geo-spatial dataset of non-overlapping coverage polygons. For our Midwestern state

of moderate population density, the total size of the table is approximately 400MB.

However, towers do not need to keep track of all areas all the time; keeping track of

only the area nearby would be sufficient.

The coverage data set is similarly structured, though with overlapping coverage

polygons, and therefore is both larger and more computationally expensive to use.
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While the dataset is almost an order of magnitude larger than the lookup table, tow-

ers only need to store the nearby portions of it at any given time. However, even

with a small nearby coverage dataset, computing the overlaps is still computationally

expensive, because it contains thousands of small, scattered polygons around a small

number of primary polygons. So, we refine the dataset to approximate the coverage

area of any cell tower with a single shape–a rectangle that turns out to be the most

computationally efficient for the spatial database system we have chosen [152]. Be-

cause the coverage areas of adjacent towers overlap, a query of this structure typically

results in more than one tower. These are weighted probabilistically by distance to

the mobile node’s location, on the assumption that this models signal strength rea-

sonably accurately. This is likely the best one can do without quite detailed landscape

and structure information.

The history data is stored at the mobile client as it moves. This scales linearly in

both the number of locations visited and the number of towers seen. However, this is

not as punishing as it might seem at first glance, thanks to the fact that most people

(and hence their devices) tend to travel to the same places along the same paths

repeatedly. In other words, this data structure scales linearly in novelty [126]. When

the same location has been associated with more than one tower, we use the most

common one. Such an approach does not capture changes in the underlying cellular

infrastructure. However, such changes are relatively infrequent, as they often require

significant investment. We did not see evidence of this across the three months over

which we collected trace data, but we expect that a simple recency bias would be

sufficient to capture this phenomenon.

To understand the effectiveness of each of these approaches independently, we ex-

amined the location and association traces described in Section 2.2, and subjected

them to cross-validation. When history is available, it is the most accurate, predict-

ing the correct next tower two-thirds of the time. The simple lookup table is next,
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(a) Without any history.
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(b) With one past traversal.

Figure 4.1: Prediction results for tower association changes with four methods with
two traversals.

correctly predicting 43% of the next tower associations. The coverage map is correct

just under one-third of the time. In sum, in the best case, the prediction accuracy

with standalone methods ranges from one third to two thirds out of all towers. In

other words, at least one third of towers changed will provide the latency worse than

simply relying on the cloud.

When each source of information has benefits and drawbacks jointly considering

them altogether can yield higher prediction accuracy. However, treating all the infor-

mation equally can penalize the most accurate source of information. So, we weight

the prediction results by each of the standalone methods based on the empirical pre-

diction accuracy that we computed with the traces we collected in the study section.

With the current weights we computed, when all three methods predict different tow-

ers, we defer to history when available; otherwise, we make use of the prediction with

the lookup table.

We begin by evaluating the prediction accuracy for the next associated tower with

the four methods discussed previously. Recall that the first three methods—lookup,

coverage, and history—each provide one or more predicted towers. A lookup table

maps from latitude and longitude to a presumed preferred tower, and is provided

by the cellular operator. The operator also provides a coverage map for each cell

tower, which we approximate to reduce computational demand. Finally, the mobile
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Figure 4.2: Prediction results for tower association changes with four methods with
five consecutive traversals. The upper and lower ticks represent the standard deviation
errors.

client records past handoffs between towers and supplies that data to estimate the

probabilities of next towers, when available. The fourth method combines all of these,

by giving weight when individual predictions agree and favoring history when they

do not.

Figure 4.1 shows these results for two traversals in each of our three driving scenar-

ios: downtown, highway, and rural. Note that these traversals are different from the

ones in the study section. We first compare each of these two traversals, once without

the benefit of history, and again with history available. The Y-axis is the percentage of

prediction accuracy in each method for all tower handoffs in that traversal. The first

traversal without handoff history relies on lookup and coverage methods; with the

history from the first traversal, the history method alone outperforms other methods

as shown in Figure 4.1b.

Recall that from our study of tower association sequences in Table 2.3, we observed

some degree of regularity throughout an individual traversal; we also observed that the

regularity quickly fades away across multiple traversals. In fact, none of the sequences

was identical to others. That means relying solely on the past history of the same route

may often result in a wrong prediction. In our experiments, we see that 36.4-43.6%

of predictions based on the past traversal are wrong. In other words, the history may

be beneficial but not an oracle. While each method has benefits and disadvantages,
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considering predictions jointly can mask the wrong predictions and thus, yield a

higher prediction. As shown in Figure 4.1b, the joint method significantly improves

the accuracy throughout all driving scenarios. Compared to the standalone history

method, it predicts 17.7-20.2% more accurately.

We further collected four additional traces while driving the same routes, one

after another. The results are shown in Figure 4.2. Clearly, among the standalone

methods, the history method is most accurate. The coverage method performs the

worst. Especially, in the downtown and rural cases where the radio environments can

be dynamically changing, the benefits of static lookup and coverage methods quickly

diminish. If a past tower association was due to unusual radio environments, workloads

on the towers, etc., the coverage data can likely be more valuable. While any particular

standalone methods can be highly accurate, the joint method aggregates the benefits

of individual methods and yields higher prediction accuracy by 18.9-57.6% compared

to the most accurate standalone method in each of the drives.

4.2 Optimization: Hybrid migration

Encapsulated platforms such as VM and container allow migrating stateful services

without application-support by shipping a fully encapsulated memory state to the

destination node when the end-device switches associations [53, 92, 54]. However,

our target data-intensive applications generate dirty memory pages faster than the

provisioned inter-tower connectivity can carry. Consequently, the services experience

a high downtime to retain a full state prior to service resumptions. In this section, we

explore applying a proactive migration technique [27] to reduce downtime, by copying

the memory state to likely destination node(s) prior to handovers. Before detailing

our findings, we briefly cover proactive and speculative migrations.

A proactive migration copies the full state to destination(s) at the start, and

iteratively moves only a dirtied region of the state since the last iteration. In a fully-
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proactive approach, the dirty state is incrementally copied as encountered. When the

association changes, most of the state is already present at a proactively provisioned

tower. Thus, the servers can resume their service shortly after fetching the small

residual state at the departure tower, since very little state will be dirtied by continued

activity between the early migration and the later association change. The fully-

proactive approach reduces the downtime by minimizing the final residual state when

the association changes.

Unfortunately, the fully-proactive approach can waste the scarce inter-tower band-

width by repeatedly transferring a state destined to be unneeded at the next iteration,

as large-sized inputs for interactive applications quickly and repeatedly overwrite a

huge chunk of state. Therefore, the proactive approach can be quite wasteful. The

other end of the spectrum would be speculatively moving the smallest possible state

required to resume the service when the mobile client changes association, and then,

move the remaining state only as it is needed. The speculative approach consumes

the least bandwidth; it potentially incurs significant user-perceiving latency to fetch

missing slices of the state at run-time, by reaching back to the old tower.

We have developed a prototype optimized system that employs a hybrid of proac-

tive and speculative migrations. Our hypothesis is that if we can proactively transfer

enough state to the correct destination nodes prior to the handover, a small residual

state left in the source node can be shipped speculatively after resuming the service.

The prototype relies on the joint predictor and uses QEMU’s pre- and post-copy

modes to employ proactive and speculative migrations. The prototype also estimates

total migration time to skip nodes that the end-device will be associated with less

than migration time.

To test our hypothesis, we evaluate the prototype with two vision applications

commonly used in drives: Eye tracker [36] and AR navigation [7, 6]. These applications

are computationally demanding, stateful, and sensitive to latency, as they involve
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interactions with users. Before turning our attention to evaluation results, we first

give more details about these applications and emulation settings.

The Eye tracker captures frames from a camera facing the driver’s eyes at 25

frames per second (fps). These frames are shipped offsite to a server that tracks eye

movement, using OpenCV’s built-in tracking feature. The server estimates the driver’s

focus and attention based on not only the new frame, but also a sequence of prior

frames. If the driver’s eyes are not within a bounding box denoting attention to the

road for a particular length of time, the application raises a haptic warning, typically

by steering wheel vibration. We measure the time between a frame transmitted and

the warning/no-warning response received.

The AR navigation client sends the frames captured from the vehicle’s front cam-

era to the navigation service at 10 fps. The server tracks the current lane that vehicle

is on and highlights that for the driver. The accuracy of lane detection depends on a

sequence of frames. When the vehicle changes lanes, the highlighting moves, giving the

driver a visual cue for lane-keeping purposes. The figure of merit for this application

is the time between a frame and the highlighting response.

We have evaluated these applications in a testbed that emulates the tower as-

sociation changes while driving a vehicle. The emulator replays traces of the three

driving scenarios described in Section 2.2. Our testbed consists of three machines that

emulate the sequence of cell towers. These three take turns by playing the role of the

current, the next, and the previous towers. Each machine has 40 cores with 128GB

RAM. To shape the traffic between emulated tower nodes to match the deployed

latency and provisioned bandwidth capacity that represents the median inter-tower

performance, we use the Linux Traffic Controller (TC). We configure the inter-tower

latency to 86ms RTT and the bandwidth to 430Mbps. Our testbed has two addi-

tional machines to emulate a mobile client for tower association changes, and another

emulates the cloud with fixed 83ms RTT for the mobile client.
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Application Trace System
Median first response % of response Median BW

time (in msec) within deadline consumption

Eye
Tracker

Downtown
Speculative 10,416 46.35 624MB
Hybrid 2,093 81.81 703MB

Highway
Speculative 9,998 63.61 639MB
Hybrid 1,527 86.91 739MB

Rural
Speculative 10,755 82.48 451MB
Hybrid 1,183 86.67 665MB

AR
Navigation

Downtown
Speculative 11,890 60.08 496MB
Hybrid 3,135 86.25 834MB

Highway
Speculative 11,681 45.60 528MB
Hybrid 3,023 85.34 1.08GB

Rural
Speculative 11,614 81.96 523MB
Hybrid 3,386 89.02 860MB

Table 4.1: Median first response time, proportion of responses served within deadline,
and median bandwidth consumption per migration for two sample applications over
three driving scenarios, with speculative and hybrid migrations.

In this experiment, we measure three metrics. The first metric is the first response

time after the mobile client changes associated towers. The metric answers the ques-

tion of when we associate with a new tower, how long does it take before the edge

computation delivers the next valid response back to the mobile client? The next met-

ric is the on-time response proportion. Each interactive applications has an expected

frame rate to deliver a satisfactory user-experience. This metric captures the fraction

of frames computed within the deadline implied by that rate. Note that all frames

are delivered even if they are too late to preserve consistency between the stateful

edge and cloud replicas. The final metric is bandwidth consumed, the primary cost of

predictive migration. The cost metric suggests the overhead to deliver the dirty but

soon-to-be-useless state that is destined to be over-written quickly.

Table 4.1 shows the results with speculative-only and with a hybrid of speculative

and proactive migrations. In general, the use of the hybrid migration improves first

response time by 5x and 3.5x for tracker and navigation applications, compared to

the speculative-only migration. Likewise, hybrid migration meets the response time

expectations at least 81% of the time in all situations, while the speculative-only

approach can meet as few as half of them. Hybrid migration consumes 13% to 48%
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excessive bandwidth consumption in median to improve for the tracker application;

it doubles the consumption for the navigation. This is partly because the application

generates a dirty but soon-to-be-useless state at the higher rate.

It is imperative to note that although hybrid migration reduces the downtime

for edge servers to migrate, the raw downtime numbers are incredibly high, resulting

in 1-3 s to resume the services after handovers. In other words, even with optimized

migration techniques, the service will be unresponsive frequently when the cellular

tower switches. Stalled service is so painful that a service wants to avoid it at any

cost [35], even by sacrificing overall latency with using the cloud instead of the edge.

4.3 Inter-request State: segregated yet sufficient

The evaluation results suggest that a full state migration may not be necessary.

This lesson is especially valuable for the data-intensive applications, because they of-

ten maintain a relatively small application-specific state internally. For instance, Aug-

mented Reality (AR) navigation maintains vectors of left and right lines. Eye Tracker

needs at the most several previous frames. This leads to two important observations.

First, the state that inter-lives across subsequent requests is critical to applications.

Second, the inter-request state is tiny, compared to gigantic memory footprints that

are inherent residuals of program execution (e.g., static libraries loaded, intermediate

outputs). While the inter-request state, i.e., what applications care the most, occu-

pies trivial space in memory, both speculative and hybrid migrations must copy a

full memory state to resume the service, wasting precious bandwidth and incurring

unnecessarily high downtime.

The small application-specific internal state has motivated us to develop an inter-

request state (IRS) abstraction, that draws a clear boundary between application-

specific portions (e.g., line vectors, previous frames) and process/system-wide sectors

(e.g., loaded libraries, system call residuals) in designated memory space in encapsula-
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tion. In fact, the idea of state segregation for stateful applications has been thoroughly

studied in various domains: system recovery [21, 91, 100], replication [133], and de-

bugging [118, 132, 101]. Unfortunately, we find that it is challenging to apply the

existing segregation techniques in an edge-computing environment.

Edge-native applications are increasingly deployed in encapsulated platforms such

as VM [54, 53] and container [92]. Encapsulation provides practical benefits in secu-

rity, resource sharing, etc.; it also obfuscates a boundary between application-specific

and system-wide states in memory. This is because encapsulated applications run

in a guest operating system (OS). Sadly, without heavily modifying the guest OS,

the underlying host OS cannot identify a region of the applications’ state. On the

contrary, prior segregation systems in other domains [21, 91, 100, 133, 118, 132, 101]

have a clear boundary between those states, as applications run in standalone pro-

cesses. Those systems require developers to annotate variables of interest and install

execution tracers to taint-track changes in variables and pin-point memory addresses

(e.g., watch in GDB).

Fortunately, edge-native applications are servlet applications: they modify stateful

variables across subsequent requests and the states remain in edge nodes. That means,

tracking changes in the applications’ memory heap in run-time may be sufficient to

expose IRS abstraction to the host OS. Rather than modifying guest OS’s kernel,

we can piggyback a small run-time module in encapsulation to trace changes in the

applications’ heap in memory space. Also, similar to prior systems, variables can be

annotated by application developers offline and can be taint-tracked at run-time. The

rest of this section describes design choices and implementation details to support IRS

abstraction for encapsulated edge-native applications in the context of our prototype

module, called Croesus.
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1 # global variables

2 frames = []

3 lanes = []

4
5
6

(a) Initialize variables

import croesus

@managed_variables

def app_variables ():

global frames , lanes

frames = []

lanes = []

(b) Annotate managed variables

7 # RESTful end -point (multi -threaded)

8 def process(input_frame):

9 global frames , lanes

10 result = None

11 if len(frames) > 0:

12 result = track_lane(input_frame , lanes)

13 frames.append(input_frame)

14 return result

(c) Common code block

Figure 4.3: The Croesus module requires 4 lines of code changes to expose variables
of interest to IRS managed space. The first four lines of code on the right figure
annotates IRS variables. The left two lines are standard practice to initialize global
variables that also execute in Croesus version if no previous IRS is detected.

4.3.1 State Annotation

One of the core principles in BumbleBee is that application developers know the

best practice to do about potential trade-offs between application fidelity and resource

usages. The same principle applies to a case in state annotation in Croesus. Contents

in an application’s state are inherently tied to intended jobs and features of the

application. For instance, an object tracking application can cache all previous frames

to achieve the highest tracking accuracy; it can store only the last previous frame to

minimize the memory footprint. Therefore, only application developers can pinpoint

a portion of state in memory critical for intended application features.

The Croesus module can taint-track variables shared and modified across re-

quests. Requests themselves are stateless. Any global state persists in a form of global

variables. Applications written in modern programming languages (e.g., C++ and
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Python) declare global variables at initialization and keep an application-specific state

in those global variables at run-time. When migrating, the Croesus module can move

only those variables, leaving a majority of bytes in memory behind (e.g., loaded li-

braries, networking residuals). The module can restore the state at destination by

loading migrated variables in the application’s heap. Unfortunately, the module must

re-launch the application when restoring. The global variable initialization is a part

of an application execution path by default. As discussed later, the Croesus module

skips the global variable initialization when restoring a transferred state.

The Croesus module supports a simple annotation to include variables in managed

IRS space in memory. Figure 4.3 shows a code snippet in a lane tracking application

that we evaluate later. Application developers write a new function with annotation

to initialize global variables that change across inter-requests, shown in Figure 4.3b.

Unlike prior systems that require custom programming syntax, the Croesus module

integrates seamlessly with the existing programming model. Only changes to benefit

from IRS are shown on the right side; the rest of the application source code remains

intact, as shown in the Figure 4.3c. Therefore, the Croesus module allows application

developers to pinpoint variables to be included in managed IRS space.

4.3.2 Managing an Inter-request State

The programming model remains unchanged, but the consistency of inter-request

variables may not. In order to ensure a consistent state of variables in IRS across

requests, the Croesus module needs to taint-track changes in variables per request.

The problem is that a migration can start while processing request(s), resulting in

an inconsistent state of the variables. A single-thread server that processes requests

sequentially is less problematic, because at most one request needs to be completed

before migration starts. Sadly, a single-thread server imposes such high latency for

edge-native applications that inputs are sent at fast speed. If processing old request

fails to finish before a new request is received, not only is the migration delayed
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to wait for completion of the later request, but also a queuing delay is inevitable to

process requests sequentially. So, edge-native applications are typically multi-threaded

servers, and that multiple requests can modify the global variables concurrently.

Application developers can implement a lock to ensure consistency across con-

current requests; a migration can start before outstanding requests are processed.

Abandoning outstanding requests can accelerate migration waiting time. However,

without a cautionary signal back to the client to retry, the variables become inconsis-

tent as the outstanding requests are permanently lost when abandoned at the source

node. In fact, a source node can have a state that reflects more requests processed than

the one in destination node when migration completes before outstanding requests

are processed.

On the other hand, waiting indefinitely for the outstanding requests to complete

can result in a significant increase in the migration waiting time. The client sends

inputs at fast speed such that at least one request is in the middle of processing

and typically is incomplete before later requests are received. Therefore, the Croesus

module needs to make an adequate decision to abandon incoming requests and to

wait for outstanding requests to process before migration starts.

Another prime overhead to consider comes from IRS commit. The Croesus module

can taint-track changes in variables across subsequent requests; the overhead of taint-

tracking per request can be high. This is because the module needs to commit in two

phases for a consistent state across inter-requests: one when a request is received,

and another before a corresponding response is sent back to the client. The simplest

way to maintain consistency is to commit managed variables to a persistent storage

per request, and defer new requests until a response is returned. Recall that the

motivation for IRS is to reduce the total migration time. Saving to storage is simple

to implement and easy to migrate, as we only need to migrate the latest state file.

But it can incur high latency overhead for applications with a large-sized state (e.g.,
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a lane departure application that needs frames during the past 10 s), because the

response is returned after commit.

Incremental commit is an alternative technique we have considered. Instead of

saving all bytes in a managed space, we commit only the modified and additional

bytes observed. This approach may offer savings in storage resources; the total number

of bytes to transfer for state migration may remain unchanged. The approach can

complicate a state dependency resolution when restoring at a destination node. The

next approach considered is asynchronous commit. It reduces the latency overhead

for commits by having a dedicated thread to commit changes. Unfortunately, we find

that for data-intensive applications that send input data at a rapid pace, the commits

build up a large backlog quickly. By the migration time, the latest commits are still

waiting to be transferred, resulting in merely moving the overhead to the migration

stage.

Instead of copying contents of variables per request, the Croesus module uses a

shallow commit approach. The module maintains a shallow pointer to memory ad-

dresses of the variables’ contents. Maintaining pointers prevents the variables from

being garbage collected. This shallow commit approach is possible because the mod-

ern application frameworks change pointer addresses only when contents are modi-

fied. The Croesus module keeps a list of pointers per request and response pair. When

migration is requested, the module installs a watchdog to observe a number of out-

standing requests to complete. Then, the module waits for the number to drop to

zero. It defers processing forthcoming requests received after the migration request

by putting into sleep when requests are received and inspected. Instead of dropping

requests immediately, we choose to defer requests to share a consistent view on pro-

cessed requests with the client. The deferral mechanism allows the module to trigger

a connection to timeout and signal back to the client that a request has failed to be

processed. The client can keep track of a progression of successful requests and retry
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failed requests later when the migration completes. Note that the Croesus module

creates a sequence number for each request and appends it to the response’s header

when it is returned for successful and failed requests. Thus, the client can use the

sequence number to track progression of successful requests, rather than maintaining

its own.

A deferral mechanism relies on client-server applications to maintain a correct

ordering, which is a reasonable assumption for a transient mobile networking envi-

ronment. Applications that value less stale old requests benefit from faster migra-

tion completion time with deferral. However, orders of requests can be shuffled. In

other words, future frames can be processed earlier than previous frames that are re-

transmitted for connection timeout. This can be problematic for applications where

the state is heavily dictated by the orders of input requests (e.g., LiDAR 3D map-

ping). Those applications can benefit from the Croesus module’s Buffer-To-Forward

(BTF) mechanism, that buffers incoming requests received at source node during mi-

gration and later forwarded to sink node. The module at destination buffers incoming

requests to process forwarded requests first. As a result, new requests suffer temporal

latency overhead until forwarded requests are processed first. The BTF option guar-

antees in-order processing of requests in accordance with received orders. By default,

The BTF is disabled in the current prototype module.

Once the number of outstanding requests drops to zero, the Croesus module in-

stalls a lock on managed variables in IRS. Then, it copies actual contents from memory

addresses obtained from taint-tracking variables. It serializes and sends the state to

the destination node.

To sum up, the Croesus module ensures a consistent state for multi-thread edge

servers so that multiple requests concurrently modify an application-specific state. It

uses a shallow commit to taint-track changes in the variables to minimize commit

overhead. Once migration starts, the module waits for outstanding requests to com-
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plete; it defers later requests received. The deferral allows the signal back to clients

to share a consistent view of processed requests to retry later, which is a natural

recovery method in a transient mobile networking environment like edge-computing.

The module also provides the BTF option to ensure in-order processing of received

requests.

4.3.3 Optimization for State Restoration

Recall that live VM migration ships a full memory state. It allows migrated VM to

resume simultaneously as required components are already loaded in the sink node’s

memory (e.g., libraries, application binary). In comparison, the Croesus module re-

duces migration time by shipping necessary IRS in memory, leaving other run-time

contents including the encapsulation platform, i.e., VM, in source node. That means

the Croesus module must spawn a fresh VM that the server application can resume

with the received state.

Unfortunately, VM booting time can be very long, in an order of seconds [72]. We

optimize restore time with a lightweight VM snapshot. We pre-provision a snapshot

image for each application in a fully booted state. The snapshot includes necessary

libraries and execution binaries for the application to start; it has no application

server running yet. When migration to sink node completes, the Croesus module at

source node invokes RPC to spawn a new VM instance from a snapshot image and

to start the application server with the Croesus module loaded in VM. To reduce

copying overhead from host to VM, the received IRS state is shared with the module

in VM through a Virtual socket (vSocket) interface.

To restore the application’s state correctly in VM, the Croesus module starts

the application server from scratch to load required run-time components in sink

node. The module injects a watch-point for initialization of managed variables, similar

to taint-tracking. When the server initializes managed variables included in IRS,

the module overrides pointers to the received state. The module also injects JUMP
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instruction at the end of the initialization function to skip re-initializing managed

variables. Once contents of the variables are loaded from the received IRS, it disables

watch-point and installs a tracer for taint-tracking for the future migration.

4.3.4 Implementation

The prototype of the Croesus module is implemented in Python v3.9 to commit,

to migrate, and to restore managed variables in IRS. It uses Python’s default pickle

library to (de-)/serialize variable objects sent and received over the network, support-

ing user-defined data-structure as well. Application developers annotate a function

that initializes variables to be included in IRS space, as shown in Figure 4.3b. At the

run-time, the module installs global and local tracers [117] in the application’s server

execution stack. The tracers allow the module to track variables in the application’s

runtime stack when a request is received and a response is sent. The module evaluates

changes in managed variables when the next line of execution is return statement. The

module looks up and marks the most recent request received to taint-track changes in

managed variables. To keep the variables consistent, the Croesus module implements

a global lock when shallow pointers are recorded for changes in managed variables.

4.4 Evaluation

To evaluate the efficacy of the Croesus module, we seek answers to the following

questions:

• Does Croesus allow fast migration?

• Does Croesus’s IRS abstraction impose overhead?

To answer the first question, we measure three prime metrics. First, we measure

the end-to-end latency for input requests. The latency includes not only processing

time but also transmission delay for wrong tower association and potentially Croesus’s

overhead. Second, we measure the bandwidth consumption to transfer the managed
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state in IRS abstraction. As discussed in Section 2.2, the inter-tower bandwidth is

prohibitively constrained in comparison to a VM’s full state to migrate. Lastly, we

measure application downtime, the uttermost metric for user-facing applications. Note

that downtime differs from latency. Downtime reflects the duration of unresponsive

applications for migration delay, whereas high latency can result in the hands-of-

wavering delay in the request being processed. Lastly, we run micro-benchmarks to

understand the potential overhead incurred from maintaining Croesus’s IRS abstrac-

tion.

4.4.1 Methodology

We evaluate our Croesus prototype and the QEMU migration system with one

synthetic and two realistic vehicular applications. The synthetic client application

sends a time-stamp to the server in an edge node. The server returns an MD5 hash key,

computed from previous and current time-stamps. We measure the latency between

when the time stamp is sent and the key is returned. The synthetic application has

lightweight computation and a minimal memory footprint from the small payload and

intermediate result.

We extend the evaluation with AR navigation from the previous evaluation. The

AR navigation application requires the previous frame to detect lane changes, as de-

scribed in Section 4.2. The application with Croesus places the frame in IRS. Next, we

further evaluate the LiDAR-based object tracking application. Unlike stereo camera-

based applications, LiDAR-based applications generate much more input data, called

point-clouds. The client sends point-clouds to the processing server at the edge. The

server employs ResNET model to detect objects present in the LiDAR inputs, iden-

tifies objects also present from previous inputs, and sends back tracking results. The

server maintains past one LiDAR input to track new and old objects. We use Kitti

dataset [47] to emulate the client vehicle. Each reading contains at least 100,000 sam-

ple points of x, y, z, and depth measures. Each reading is on the average 1.7MB,
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which is an order of magnitude more than stereo camera input.

We evaluate the applications in a trace-drive emulation. Unlike a mobile network-

ing trace-driven emulation [79] that requires at most three machines—client, server,

and possibly router, the edge-tower emulation may require as many machines to

emulate towers observed in collected traces. Cellular towers are already extensively

ubiquitous in reasonably populated locations such as Ann Arbor; rural areas and

even highways are also typically covered redundantly by many macro and micro cells.

Redundancy in tower coverage is essential to provide highly available cellular service.

We have used three machines to emulate edge-towers. Each machine has 8 cores

and 32GB RAM. We have used another machine to emulate a moving vehicle. The

traces contain a sequence, duration, and the ids of towers associated during collection.

Throughout the experiments, the client sends input requests to only one edge-tower.

This is a reasonable assumption to ensure a consistent state at server-side. We have

built a trace replayer that injects iptable rules to redirect requests to a machine

that emulates the currently associated tower in the trace. Instead of the client looking

up tower-to-machine mapping, the client always sends to a local address where the

replayer has configured redirection rules to the server machine according to the traces

replayed. If the currently emulated tower differs from the currently associated tower,

the replayer injects 86ms RTT to the tower machine.

The replayer announces a change of tower association to the controller that issues

a migration decision. We have implemented a simple controller that always issues mi-

gration decisions to the newly associated tower to match with an existing just-in-time

migration system [54]. The controller sends a migration request to the replayer that

redirects requests to a machine that currently serves the client. When successful, the

controller is notified and sends a switch RPC that adds a new redirection rule for the

replayer. The migration is canceled when the tower association changes preemptively

before the migration is completed. The replayer notifies the controller about the failed
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case to share at which tower the server runs.

We configure the client to install a connection timeout at 1 s. The client registers

callbacks for a request’s success and failure. It retries failed requests that are less

than 3 s old. We effectively allow the client to send a request three times at most.

We choose a 3 s threshold because the re-transmission policy in Linux is also three

times. A callback for successful requests is invoked with response from the server that

contains the result of the request processed and the time-stamp when the request

is first generated and sent. For bandwidth consumption, we log the total number

of bytes sent over a network from the source node. Bandwidth consumption also in-

cludes a canceled migration case that a tower association changes preemptively before

migration completes. We have modified QEMU to expose the total bytes transferred.

4.4.2 Results of Trace-driven Emulation

We begin by evaluating a synthetic application that sends and receives small

payloads with lightweight hashing computation. The application generates a small

memory footprint to migrate, as inputs and outputs are only several bytes and com-

putation is lightweight. Figure 4.4 shows the application-perceiving latency by the

synthetic application across three traces replayed. Figure 4.4c shows the rural sce-

nario, where QEMU, shown in blue dots, delivers latency between 8 and 17ms for the

first 400 s that the client stays with the initial tower. However, when switched to a

new tower, the application encapsulated in QEMU experiences downtime for approx-

imately 15 s. The downtime continues to occur when the associated tower switches.

The rural trace has the least number of tower switches. In comparison, Croesus, shown

in orange dots, consistently delivers latency below 20ms; it also suffers from a tempo-

ral high latency to transfer the state. Because the state encapsulated in IRS is small,

Croesus migrates the state with negligible downtime.

QEMU suffers from painful frequent downtime in a highway scenario that has the

most number of tower changes. Figure 4.4b shows that QEMU encapsulation results
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(c) Synthetic app with rural trace

Figure 4.4: Results of the synthetic application’s response with QEMU and Croesus
across three traces replayed.

in 14 instances of downtime lasting more than a second. On the other hand, Croesus

consistently delivers latency with no downtime more than a second. Even for a moder-

ate case of downtime scenario, QEMU clearly experiences from high downtime lasting

more than ten seconds, as shown in Figure 4.4a. Despite the lightweight computation

and small memory footprint of the application, QEMU retains a full memory state

to migrate. We suspect that this is because multiple memory copies from deep down

in the kernel to high in the application layer dirty the memory pages to transfer,

resulting in a large state to transfer for QEMU.

Figure 4.5 shows the results for AR navigation on the left and LiDAR object
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Figure 4.5: Results of AR navigation and LiDAR applications’ response with QEMU
and Croesus across three traces replayed.

tracking applications on the right. Across three traces, AR navigation exhibits sim-

ilar results to the synthetic application with QEMU: frequent, disjointed downtime
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clusters when the tower switches. Figure 4.5e shows a rural scenario. Clearly, QEMU

incurs downtime lasting more than a second. Worse, QEMU has a long downtime

period between 850 and 900 s epochs. We identified from the log that QEMU cancels

migration when the tower switches before migration completes and instead issues a

new migration request for 7 times. Consequences of canceled migration by QEMU

are also noticeable in other scenarios: after 1500 s in Figure 4.5c and around 1000 s

in Figure 4.5a. In comparison, Croesus briefly incurs high latency but no downtime

across all scenarios, benefiting from the small size IRS. The results are expected

as AR navigation has large payloads that dirty memory pages rapidly, even though

the application-specific state is several hundred bytes. In other words, QEMU mi-

grates destined-overwritten memory pages repeatedly, because it cannot distinguish

the memory state necessary for the application.

Interestingly, the results of the LiDAR application are significantly different from

the other two applications, especially for QEMU. Figure 4.5f shows results of the Li-

DAR application in a rural scenario. Up to the 420 s epoch, both QEMU and Croesus

exhibit latency around 700ms. After the client departs from the initial tower, QEMU

never retains the latency of the previous level. From the log, we found that this is

because the QEMU migration never converges. Recall that QEMU requires transfer-

ring the final delta of state to resume the service in the sink tower. Sadly, the LiDAR

application generates a large final delta for two reasons. First, the payload for input is

large, an order of magnitude larger than AR navigation. We intentionally configured

the input interval to 1 second. In other words, input bytes per second is comparable

to AR navigation. Secondly, the application employs a neural-network model ResNet,

that creates many temporal, intermediate variables per input. Consequently, these in-

termediate variables occupy and dirty large portion of memory space in VM, resulting

in incomplete migration, aligning with observations in previous work [92]. Addition-

ally, Figure 4.5b shows sporadic latency hiccups at epoch 300 s, as the client switches
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App Trace System
Latency Cumulative Bandwidth

Mean Median 95% 99% Downtime Consumption

Synthetic

Downtown
QEMU 344.91 5.04 2212.32 7249.60 102.90s 11.12 GB
Croesus 7.17 6.52 7.57 9.80 1.40s 11.04 KB

Highway
QEMU 419.83 5.16 2568.90 7404.53 213.80s 23.03 GB
Croesus 7.66 6.66 7.77 10.53 2.10s 16.38 KB

Rural
QEMU 232.88 5.26 1296.80 7092.04 65.40s 3.95 GB
Croesus 6.65 6.41 8.12 11.66 1.20s 6.29 KB

AR

Downtown
QEMU 106.27 53.07 62.98 2125.26 284.00s 13.36 GB

Navigation

Croesus 116.66 53.78 74.96 2159.20 26.00s 404.22 MB

Highway
QEMU 107.42 51.62 61.02 2139.59 401.90s 20.92 GB
Croesus 105.82 59.88 69.13 2176.50 45.80s 426.57 MB

Rural
QEMU 92.94 53.24 62.80 1294.24 227.10s 10.81 GB
Croesus 104.31 54.04 60.88 2178.10 16.20s 255.58 MB

LiDAR

Downtown
QEMU 2677.61 2713.58 4067.22 4817.55 0s 32.89 GB

Object

Croesus 778.50 747.00 778.69 1834.14 55.00s 220.01 MB

Tracking

Highway
QEMU 2942.04 2694.79 4318.64 4975.41 3.00s 73.68 GB
Croesus 760.64 746.60 769.81 1351.28 43.00s 321.55 MB

Rural
QEMU 2115.83 2571.64 4205.82 4834.09 0s 29.58 GB
Croesus 770.87 750.76 775.35 1118.63 29.00s 126.93 MB

Table 4.2: Mean, Median, 95%, and 99% application-perceiving latency for synthetic,
AR navigation, and LiDAR Object Tracking applications. All values are in msecs,
unless explicitly noted.

between initial and new towers back and forth. Figure 4.5d shows a noticeable queuing

delay between 500 and 900 s. In comparison, Croesus consistently retains low latency,

except for a temporal latency spike during migration.

Table 4.2 summarizes the application-perceiving latency, cumulative downtime ex-

perienced, and bandwidth consumption across three traces for each application with

QEMU and Croesus. Interestingly, Croesus rarely improves mean and tail latency for

AR navigation compared to QEMU. For instance, in the rural case, Croesus delivers

slightly worse mean and 99% tail latency compared to QEMU. However, Croesus

significantly improves cumulative downtime by 14x in the rural case. This is con-

tradictory with the LiDAR application. Croesus incurs 29-55 s downtime throughout

three traces whereas QEMU incurs 0-3 s downtime. On the other hand, QEMU de-

livers much high latency across all traces. This is because QEMU seldom completes

migration for the LiDAR application and thus continues to offload to the server lo-

cated in the initial tower, resulting in 3-4x median latency and up to 3x in 99% tail

latency, compared to Croesus.

In bandwidth consumption, the benefit of a small segregated state is clear. For the
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synthetic application, QEMU consumes approximately 4-11GB bandwidth through-

out three traces. This is expected because QEMU transfers all of VM’s memory pages

to resume the services, even though the majority of memory pages are hardly used by

encapsulated applications. In contrast, Croesus transfers only the application-specific

state denoted in IRS as described in Section 4.3.1, resulting in a 6 order of magnitude

bandwidth savings. For LiDAR application, QEMU utterly wastes precious band-

width. In the highway case, QEMU consumes approximately 73.68GB but completes

the migration only once. On the contrary, Croesus consumes less than 2% bandwidth

but consistently delivers low latency.

4.4.3 Commit Overhead Micro-benchmark

Migration is composed of three phases: commit, state transfer, and restore. The

motivation of IRS is to reduce state transfer time by transferring managed variables

in a small IRS space. However, the benefit can quickly diminish even for an IRS sized

smaller than the available bandwidth, when the overheads to commit and restore are

substantial. So, we measure the overhead to complete the end-to-end migration stage

by repeating the migration for different sizes of IRS from 53KB to 53MB for 100 times

each. We breakdown the time into two: one for commit and another for state transfer

and restore. In the commit phase, the Croesus module copies and serializes managed

variables pointed to by shallow pointers captured at every request completion. The

time to complete transfer phase is dictated by the available bandwidth and size of the

IRS to transfer. In the restore phase, the Croesus module deserializes and changes

the managed variable’s pointers to received ones.

For each request, the Croesus module acquires a global lock that prevents other

threads from changing managed variables’ pointers to maintain a consistent state.

The lock can impose a significant overhead for multi-threaded applications because

concurrent requests need to wait for the lock to be released. For high input cases, the

latency overhead can be significant. The module optimizes the overhead by maintain-
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Frames per second Average Median 90% 95% 99%

5 10.85 10.73 13.44 13.75 16.75
10 11.30 10.62 13.42 13.86 21.66
25 10.49 10.59 12.76 13.85 18.70
40 12.53 10.70 16.50 17.86 29.26
60 11.81 10.23 13.99 16.18 54.94

Table 4.3: Average, Median, 90%, 95%, and 99% latency at different frames per sec-
ond. All values are in usecs.

ing only a shallow copy of variables, i.e., pointers to bytes, to avoid being garbage

collected. Table 4.3 shows the latency with optimization when frames are received at

a different frames-per-second rate. Overall median latency is around 50 usec. For the

high input rate, 95% tail latency ranges from 13 to 18 usec. The result shows that

shallow-copy optimization imposes negligible latency even with a global lock for state

modification.

4.5 Related Works

Provisioning Edge Computations: Prior works [54, 53, 92, 108, 44, 133] have

carefully considered how to migrate stateful edge computations, but have paid less

attention to where such migrations should be located. Unfortunately, these systems

may perform poorly when location choice is inaccurate. One approach is to migrate

on-demand [54, 53, 92, 133], but such approaches would suffer long pause times during

migration over the cellular infrastructure that we consider here. Alternatively, other

systems rely on an oracle to predict when and where to migrate [44, 108, 82]. In

contrast, Croesus considers where, when, and how to perform a migration to minimize

client disruption, preserve low-latency response times, and conserve scarce bandwidth

between cell towers and the infrastructure.

Just-in-time provisioning [54] focuses on reducing the time it takes to reconstruct

a baseline image of edge computations, when the mobile client moves. The system

distributes the common baseline image to all edge nodes, and ships the delta of
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custom images when requested. Later, the same group proposes using compression on

the delta to minimize the migration state [53]. While both approaches can be useful to

reduces the size of a dirty state to ship, they employ a responsive migration approach,

rather than a predictive one, and they perform poorly when the mobile clients change

edge nodes frequently. The systems incur the downtime of edge computations in an

order of seconds to even minutes, which is unacceptable performance to latency-

sensitive interactive applications.

Service handoff [92] periodically checkpoints the active edge computations and

transfers only the modified state to the potential next edge site, similar to Croesus’s

speculative migration. Unlike Croesus, the service handoff does not defer migration

in order to potentially save tower-to-backhaul bandwidth—a constrained resource

in current cellular deployments. Slingshot [133] employs a proxy-based approach to

replicate the edge computations, similar to our proxy at the backhaul. However,

Slingshot relies on an oracle to locate the close edge computations, which can incur

a significant overhead when communicating with nearby edge sites and impose high

latency, as we have shown in the study section.

Shadow [44] employs the redundant deterministic execution of the same edge

computations on multiple nodes. Similarly, our system employs redundant execution

to the cloud as an ultimate stateless replica in order to provide a reasonable la-

tency to users when the edge computation migration induces high latency. However,

Shadow migrates point-to-point, unlike our multiplexing approach from the backhaul,

to save excessive bandwidth consumption, and requires full logs of I/O and interme-

diate states that can be larger than the state in memory for interactive applications.

Steel [108] uses the cloud as an ultimate backup location to accommodate latency-

tolerant applications while seamlessly migrating counterpart applications to the edge.

This is similar to our mechanism that falls back to the cloud when predictions are

incorrect or associations are too short for migration to be helpful.
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Mobility Prediction: Many prior works [80, 16, 34, 90, 103, 113] investigate the

degree of prediction accuracy using the mobile device’s historical data. Most recently,

Lee et al. [80] conducted a measurement study that shows frequent handoffs from

cell to cell when mobile clients are in low and intermediate moving speed. The au-

thors report the average handoffs of 26 cells for short drives, which align with the

study we conducted. The authors propose a system that predicts a near-future uplink

throughput, which differs from the objective of Croesus. Both Deshpande et al. [34]

and Nicholson et al. [103] use the mobile’s past sequence of WiFi APs and locations

to estimate the next association. This takes advantage of the fact that people tend to

repeat similar routes; our approach depends on the same fundamental idea. However,

we expect that the number of cells that can potentially serve a location are more

numerous than the number of WiFi APs might be, so there is some reason to think

the former is more difficult. Furthermore, we also take into account the information

provided by a cellular operator about the preference for and coverage of towers for

each location.

CAPS [113] infers full-path routes from past cell association sequences, similar to

our joint prediction method that partially uses history when available. CAPS requires

the entire past association to infer full-path routes. In comparison, Croesus only needs

to know the next many seconds of a path, as the objective function is to predict the

next migration or two. This requirement simplifies the complexity of Croesus. Becker

et al. [16] deduce partial routes from past cell handoff traces. The authors argue that

longitudinal handoff patterns are stable on prior wireless technology; our longitudinal

measurements on the up-to-date cellular infrastructure suggest that handoff sequences

are hard to predict. Hierarchical Location Prediction (HLP) [90] combines the user’s

previous cell association history and the mobile node’s current trajectory, much as

our approach does. However, as with other prior systems, our approach differs in also

considering the operator’s tower and coverage information.
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VM Migration and Control Techniques: Migration has been well-studied in the

cloud environment. [27, 62, 63, 112, 147]. The distributed nature of edge computing

complicates the problem. Clark et al. [27] introduce the pre-copy approach of live

VM migration; our system is built on this mechanism. Hines et al. [62, 63] propose

a hybrid migration approach that employs both pre-copy and post-copy migration

techniques, similar to our hybrid migration scheme. Croesus adds the consideration

of client mobility, deferring the start to save bandwidth.

Sandpiper [147] tackles the decision of when to migrate. It trades application

performance for bandwidth consumption, similar to skipping short-lived towers in

Croesus. Sandpiper decides where to migrate based on the load of a candidate, whereas

Croesus decides the next edge tower(s) based on the mobile node’s location and

cellular coverage information. AutoControl [112] proposes adaptive migration that

explicitly considers the potential application performance improvement by migration.

However, this is based on workload, not client mobility; the latter is the focus of

Croesus.

Application State Segregation: The idea of state segregation has been thor-

oughly explored in system recovery [21, 91, 100] and debugging [118, 132, 101]. Lowell

et al. [91] investigate these on general principles of failure recovery for applications.

The authors propose the Save-work invariant failure-recovery mechanism, that re-

quires applications to explicitly commit the application state to persistent storage,

similar to commit in Croesus’s IRS abstraction. Similarly, Microreboot [21] accelerates

state recovery for software failures by saving the application state across distributed

data storage for consistency. Whole-system persistence [100] leverages non-volatile

memory to accelerate application state recovery through suspend and resume events,

similar to Croesus’s recovery mechanism.

Software debugging is another prime domain that utilizes state segregation.

Bugnet [101] checkpoints application state by recording the input to applications
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through load instructions, omitting the system-wide state. Likewise, Croesus inter-

cepts input messages to ensure a consistent application state. Rx [118] introduces

rollback-recovery that preserves a checkpoint application state in memory to acceler-

ate state reconstruction for debugging. Flashback [132] records changes in an appli-

cation state through local computation proxy facility, called shadow process, similar

to Croesus’s modular design.

4.6 Discussion

Emerging vehicular applications can potentially benefit from ubiquitous cellular

edge nodes, that provide very low latency and moderate computation capacity. Un-

fortunately, the distributed nature of edge nodes requires migrating stateful server

computation when the vehicle moves and switches associated edge node. Existing mi-

gration systems use a full state migration, that moves entire memory bytes from one

node to another. Full migration is required because the underlying system cannot dis-

tinguish between application-specific and encapsulation-wide states such as kernel and

libraries. We propose an IRS abstraction that segregates an application-specific state

in a designated memory sector with only four lines of code changes in the application-

code base. Our prototype module, called Croesus, maintains a consistent state across

subsequent requests via background commit by a watchdog. The evaluation results

with synthetic application show that the Croesus module improves cumulative down-

time by two orders of magnitude. The results with two realistic vehicular applications

are surprising: compared to QEMU, Croesus delivers 3x and 4x improvements for me-

dian latency and 99% tail latency, respectively, while using six orders of magnitude

less bandwidth, a precious resource in constrained cellular networks.
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CHAPTER V

In-network Application-aware Adaptation

Distributed edge nodes improve application connectivity by delivering extended

computing power in very low latency. Despite the improved connectivity to edges,

some applications must interact with other services spanning across both edges and

clouds. To leverage both infrastructures, application developers increasingly employ

hybrid application architecture that spans across edges and clouds [96, 45]. Hybrid

application architecture also provides a number of benefits: to lower costs to distribute

workloads, to build services resilient from network-failures, for better performance,

etc. Unfortunately, hybrid architectural applications communicate across fundamen-

tally turbulent network environments.

This limitation is acute for hybrid applications, because unlike within a single

device, cluster, and data-center (DC), network conditions between the edge and the

cloud can change unexpectedly [107, 23, 150], and data partitions are not uncom-

mon [9, 2, 99, 10, 48, 49]. Even within data-center networking, Section 2.3 shows high

bandwidth volatility for inter- and intra-DC connections. When network conditions

degrade, it is crucial for applications to adapt their internal behavior in response.

For example, a machine-learning (ML) application may switch to an edge inference

model with lower accuracy to compensate for higher network latency, and a stream-

processing application may aggregate more aggressively to compensate for a drop in

inter- and intra-DC network bandwidth. In these cases and many others, application-
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aware adaptation [106] is the key to maintaining acceptable quality when network

conditions degrade.

Unfortunately, applying application-aware adaptation to hybrid application ar-

chitecture is onerous. At the application level, adaptation strategies are often tightly

coupled with another functionality in a single application, such as a video-processing

application that implements adaptive bit-rate logic and video transcoding. As a re-

sult, fine-tuning or modifying an application’s adaptive behavior can require changes

to a large codebase that is often maintained by a separate development team. At

the network-transport level application-oblivious responses to variable network con-

ditions, such as TCP congestion control, provide fair bandwidth allocation, but only

the application knows how to change its internal behavior as conditions change. Thus,

providing a lightweight in-network processing facility for application-aware adapta-

tion is crucial to fill this gap in between.

This chapter describes a journey in building a lightweight in-network facility for

application-aware adaptation. It starts with a background discussion of building block

systems, focusing on micro-service orchestration. Next, it enumerates the problems in

existing systems that govern design principles. Then, it elaborates design and imple-

mentation of a prototype system, called BumbleBee. Finally, it evaluates the efficacy

of an in-network processing facility with three distributed, connected applications.

The chapter concludes with some questions that have not been answered.

5.1 Background

Applications are increasingly written in a containerized framework [15, 98, 129] as

a collection of communicating microservices [102]. These frameworks provide many

advantages: a strict decomposition of tasks, a consistent deployment model allowing

in-place updates, declarative capture and preservation of system dependencies, and

lightweight resource isolation and monitoring. Such ecosystems explicitly provide for
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Figure 5.1: Envoy sidecars interpose on a pod’s network communication.

separation of concerns through architectural decisions. Application writers need not

be concerned with task creation, monitoring, placement, or scaling, relying instead on

container orchestration frameworks [61, 143]. Likewise, they need not actively manage

the communication between emplaced tasks. Instead, a service mesh [86, 128] provides

reliable, fault-tolerant, load-balanced communication across complex topologies of

task deployment. This section describes these frameworks, with an eye to BumbleBee’s

integration with them.

Containers: Docker [98] is a container-based virtualization platform that provides

process-level performance and security isolation; such platforms have become the

standard unit to manage and deploy software in the cloud. Container images include

all of the user-level state required to launch an application, including binaries, support

libraries, and configuration. Each container typically implements a single component

microservice of the overall application, providing an API to the other constituent

components.

Container Orchestration: Kubernetes [61] automates deployment, scaling, and

management of distributed, containerized applications. The unit of deployment in

Kubernetes is a pod. A pod is a set of containers that run under the same operating

system kernel and share the same underlying physical resources, such as cores and

disks. Because containers within a pod share a machine they can communicate cheaply
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via local storage or intra-kernel messaging.

Developers write configuration manifests describing how Kubernetes should deploy

an application on a set of physical or virtual machines, e.g., which container images to

use, how containers are grouped into pods, and which ports each pod needs. The man-

ifest also describes runtime goals for an application, such as pod replication factors,

load balancing among replicas, and an auto-scaling policy.

Service Mesh: Service meshes [86] manage inter-pod communications within Kuber-

netes. They provide service discovery, peer health monitoring, routing, load balancing,

authentication, and authorization. This is done via the sidecar pattern [18], in which

a user-level network proxy called Envoy [76] is transparently interposed between each

pod and its connection to the rest of the system; applications are oblivious to the

sidecar and its mechanisms. Each Envoy instance is populated with iptable rules to

route incoming and outgoing packets through the sidecar, as shown in Figure 5.1. This

architecture makes the Envoy sidecar an ideal place to implement application-aware

adaptation. It allows application writers to focus only on the needs of adaptation

as data traverses the network, without having to integrate it with the application’s

behavior as prior systems did [106, 42]. We use the Istio [128] implementation in our

prototype.

An Envoy sidecar has a pool of worker threads, mapped to the underlying threads

exposed to this container. Workers block on ingress/egress sockets and are invoked

on a per-message basis. On invocation, the Envoy worker passes the message through

one or more application-specific filters. Filters are small, stateless code snippets that

operate on individual messages. Filters have full access to a message and can per-

form simple operations, such as redirection, dropping, and payload transformation.

Developers commonly use Envoy filters for monitoring and traffic shaping, such as col-

lecting telemetry, load-balancing, and performing A/B testing. Envoy supports filters

at several layers of the network stack.
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5.2 Design Principles

To enable applications to adapt to a turbulent network environment systematically

and efficiently, we incorporate design principles with the following principles in mind.

5.2.1 Problem: Separating adaptation logic from applications

Many applications today embed adaptation logic in their source codes to deal

with a turbulent network environment. Video streaming applications, for instance,

continuously monitor network conditions, and they switch video resolutions when

throughput estimation changes. Sadly, applications receive little or no help at all

from the underlying systems, because existing systems are oblivious to application

fidelity. As a result, applications are responsible for two additional heavy duties—

resource monitoring and taking adaptation actions—to adapt in turbulent network

environments.

Unfortunately, the application-layer is ill-suited for monitoring resources, because

they often rely on passive measurements. The video streaming applications estimate

the current throughput based on the recent history of transmission time and size

of chunks. So, when small, low-resolution chunks have been sent previously, they

may underestimate the current throughput even if network conditions have improved.

Further, the underlying system may increase or decrease shares of allocated resources

to the applications even if there are no changes in available resources. Therefore,

monitoring resources at the system-layer is not only more accurate but also removes

burden from application developers.

Systems informing changes in resources to applications are useful, but are not good

enough for applications to conquer volatile network conditions. Recall that adapta-

tion logic elements are embedded in application source code. Consequently, changing

the adaptation logic elements requires modifying the application itself and can be

burdensome. Also, the logic cannot be easily ported to other applications to re-use.
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Hence, separating adaptation layer from the core application functionality is criti-

cal. We find a sidecar local proxy is a good place to accommodate an execution of

adaptation logic elements, and to separate them from the core application’s business.

5.2.2 Problem: Generic abstraction for classes of applications

A sidecar proxy is a transparent user-level local proxy that can interpose an ap-

plication’s ingress and egress network traffic. The proxy may apply adaptation logics

to a queue of in-flight data. The problem is that different types of applications also

have different network transmission granularity, e.g., frames for vision and streaming

applications, and sensor streams for Internet of Things applications. So, having a

generic abstraction for classes of applications to perform adaptation is critical.

Luckily, applications relying on the connectivity have the common denominator

of message granularity. Network protocols (e.g., HTTP and TCP) have request and

response patterns, regardless of types of applications. That means that different ap-

plications can share a message queue abstraction. The abstraction is generic to ap-

plications but also to a range of operations such as reorder, drop, reroute, and defer

messages. Furthermore, the crisp queue abstraction gives useful secondary metrics like

age and latency for each message. Therefore, a crisp queue abstraction can support

an array of adaptation logics without modifying applications.

5.2.3 Problem: Programming model for in-network scripting

A declarative programming model such as SQL can make it easy to implement

static adaptation strategies, e.g., drop the frame if bandwidth is lower than 10Mbps;

it also requires declaring all adaptation points and subsequent actions to cover every

possible corner cases in real-world deployment. So, declarative programming language

is inadequate to flexibly deal with a turbulent network environment. On the other

hand, imperative programming models such as Bash and Lua scripts are flexible and

can provide a rich set of basic operations. With the message queue abstraction, the
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run-time script can drop, reroute, and re-order in-flight messages. Further, the script

can select actions by accessing the run-time information of each message (e.g., latency,

age, available bandwidth). Therefore, the declarative programming model is a more

adequate approach to express adaptation strategies.

Recall that the adaptation is done in-network, a critical path for connectivity.

So, the script must be lightweight. Also, it must be simple to avoid potential er-

rors arising from complicated logics; for complex operations, the script can utilize an

asynchronous callback to collaborate with the application: the callback can inform

the application about changes in network condition, and let the application adjust

the resolution and fidelity of future messages. The callback can also invoke external

services that transform in-queue messages. Lightweight in-network scripts with flex-

ible asynchronous callback mechanism allow developers to control in-flight messages

to adapt.

5.3 Design and Implementation of BumbleBee

This section discusses design and implementation details of a prototype, Bumble-

Bee, that incorporates the design principles discussed in Section 5.2.

5.3.1 Queue manager

Recall that BumbleBee’s core abstraction is a shared message queue; Envoy filters

are stateless and created per message. As a result, BumbleBee extends Envoy with

a separate queue-manager that runs concurrently with the worker threads. Worker

threads pass messages to the queue-manager through the BumbleBee filter. The Bum-

bleBee filter buffers data until a complete HTTP request or response that has been

assembled and then forwards the message to the queue manager. For workloads that

use other protocols besides HTTP, the BumbleBee TCP filter decodes messages in-

situ based on specification of protocols.

The queue manager manages pairs of message queues (one for requests and one for
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responses) and threads (one for each queue) and exposes a small number of methods

that can be invoked by BumbleBee filter instances within worker threads. The queue

manager creates a default pair of queues and threads, but applications can instruct the

manager to create a pair of queues and threads to handle communication for pods

with specific names. For example, in its orchestration configuration an application

may name pods containing an object-detector running on the cloud ”cloud-object-

detector.local.” It can then instruct BumbleBee to create queues in each pod’s Envoy

for handling requests to those pods. When a BumbleBee filter passes a message to

the queue manager, the manager adds the message to the queue created to handle

the message’s destination (for outgoing messages) or source (for incoming messages).

The queue manager’s thread pairs are primarily timer handlers that implement

a token-bucket algorithm. On wakeup, a queue-manager thread checks its bucket

to determine whether it has enough tokens to forward the head of its queue via

Envoy’s event dispatcher. The queue manager avoids spurious wakeups in two ways.

First, when a queue is empty, its thread will block on a condition variable instead of

polling. After a worker thread adds a new message to a queue, it signals the queue’s

condition variable. Second, when a queue is not empty, its thread sets its timer to

wakeup when it will have enough tokens to forward the head of the queue. In our

current implementation, the minimum sleep time is 1ms.

5.3.2 In-network scripting

The BumbleBee filter and queue manager push and pop from shared queues,

but BumbleBee applications need more ways to interact with messages. Fortunately,

Envoy supports Lua scripting within filters, and BumbleBee leverages this feature

to support application-aware adaptation. Similar to how a BumbleBee application

creates custom message queues through its orchestration configuration, an application

can also associate short Lua scripts with those queues. When a worker thread loads

a BumbleBee filter, the filter reads the appropriate script from the orchestration
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configuration and launches it within a Lua runtime.

We also considered declarative interfaces like YAML or SQL for in-network adap-

tation. However, we felt that an imperative approach would be easier for many de-

velopers, and Envoy’s existing support for Lua made it easier to build a prototype. It

is worth noting that Envoy recently announced support for running WebAssembly in

filters, which could potentially allow BumbleBee to support any high-level language

that compiles into WebAssembly bytecodes. We leave this for future work.

BumbleBee executes scripts when messages arrive for a purely practical reason:

Envoy already supports running Lua scripts in filters. The primary drawback of run-

ning scripts when messages arrive is that it ties adaptation frequency to message

arrival rate. In the worst case when messages stop arriving, an application’s adap-

tation scripts will also stop executing. This design decision may be worth revisiting,

but in our limited experience with BumbleBee, linking adaptation frequency to arrival

rate has not caused any problems.

The main abstraction exported to BumbleBee scripts is a message queue. Each

script can iterate queues maintained by the queue manager. To give scripts access

to an underlying queue, BumbleBee uses Envoy macros to export a handful of C++

methods from the queue manager to the Lua runtime. These methods allow a script

to access queue properties, such as its length, as well as apply coarse transforma-

tions such as dropping all messages, dropping the head of the queue, and reversing

the queue’s order. In addition to accessing a message queue, BumbleBee scripts can

access queue-iterator and queue-item objects for traversing the queue and reasoning

about individual messages, respectively. We use a simple, per-queue locking scheme

to synchronize access to all queue-related states.

To help scripts make good adaptation decisions, BumbleBee exports a number of

runtime performance metrics. At the lowest level, BumbleBee exposes TCP metrics,

such as the congestion window size, number of in-flight packets, and mean round trip
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time (RTT). BumbleBee also exposes the average end-to-end latency for messages in

a queue, which Envoy calculates using request and response arrival times. In addition,

BumbleBee provides information about how long each messages has spent in a queue

through an object-item’s age property.

Finally, network bandwidth is a crucial metric for numerous adaptation strategies.

BumbleBee does not give script information about the available bandwidth along

a physical link, but it calculates the observed bandwidth for messages forwarded

from a particular queue. This allows scripts to reason about the observed bandwidth

along their path of interest. For example, scripts can detect that a path has been

disconnected if its observed bandwidth drops to zero.

5.3.3 External callbacks

BumbleBee’s scripting environment allows applications to perform simple, local

processing on enqueued messages. However, many applications can benefit from richer

interactions between scripts and the rest of the application. For example, an applica-

tion may want to use a script as an in-network watchpoint for changing conditions,

such as notifying a pod when the observed bandwidth falls below a threshold. This

is useful for real-time video-analytics applications that reduce the resolution of video

frames sent to an inference model when bandwidth drops. Or an application may

want to transform message payloads in ways that are too complex for a lightweight

Lua runtime. This is useful for live video-streaming servers that want to downsample

video chunks to prevent a hands-of-waving delay. To support this kind of functionality,

BumbleBee allows scripts to make two asynchronous callbacks to external endpoints

on Envoy’s async HTTP client thread.

The simpler of the two is notify (metrics). An application’s orchestration con-

figuration can bind a list of RESTful endpoints to notify invocations within a script.

notify takes a string as an argument, and when a script calls notify the Lua runtime

generates asynchronous HTTP calls with the string argument to any endpoints listed
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Figure 5.2: BumbleBee’s integration with Envoy

in the orchestration configuration.

transform() is a more complex callback. As with notify, applications bind in-

vocations of transform to a RESTful endpoint through their orchestration configu-

ration. When a script calls transform on a queue entry, the Lua runtime marks the

entry as “in progress” and asynchronously forwards the message payload to the regis-

tered endpoint. If a message moves to the front of the queue while marked in-progress,

the queue-manager thread skips it, and sends the first entry not marked in-progress.

When the endpoint returns with a transformed message payload, BumbleBee swaps

in the new payload, updates the message header to reflect its new size, and remove

its in-progress mark.

In our experience, transform is best used for complex computations that require

specialized hardware, such as media transcoding. However, we believe that transform

could also prove useful in cases where a transformation requires access to a state that

is inaccessible to the BumbleBee filter, such as an external database. We are actively

exploring such use cases.

5.3.4 Implementation of BumbleBee

BumbleBee is implemented in Envoy’s HTTP and network filters. BumbleBee’s

HTTP filter currently supports HTTP/1.0 and Netty protocols. Other protocols such
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Context Interface Description Returns

Queue

length() returns number of messages in a queue, useful to approximate queuing
delay.

queue length

avgLatency() returns weighted moving average of end-to-end latency of messages (delta
between request & response)

average latency

observedBW() returns observed bandwidth allocated to the queue–the rate of the queue
sending data.

observed bandwidth

TCPMetrics(m) retrieves the TCP metrics (e.g., mean RTT) at the queue level. TCP metric
messages() for-loop entry to iterate over messages in the queue. message object

Message

size() returns the size of the message’s current payload. size of payload
age() get the age, i.e., how long the message has been in the queue, in ms

resolution.
age of message

TCPMetrics(m) retrieves the TCP metrics (e.g., mean RTT) at the message/request level. TCP metric
dst() returns the current destination of the message. message destination
header() returns the message’s header. message header
bytes(i, j) returns data from i to j of payload of the current message in raw binary

format.
raw payload

redirect(dst) redirect the message to a new destination (dst).
transform(args) asynchronously transform a message’s payload by forwarding to a regis-

tered endpoint.
drop() drops the current message from the queue. The function does not guar-

antee successful operation (e.g., already transmitted in the middle of
dropping). If successful, returns the updated queue length, otherwise, re-
turns the old queue length.

new queue length

insert(msg) inserts a new message msg after the current message in the queue. If
successful, returns the updated queue length, otherwise, returns the old
queue length.

new queue length

moveToFront() move the message to front of the queue.
moveToBack() move the message to end of the queue.

Callback notify(metrics) asynchronously send registered endpoints a metrics string.

Table 5.1: BumbleBee interface for in-network scripting.

as HTTP/1.1 (WebSocket) and HTTPS can be supported without much engineer-

ing effort; we find many potential applications that can substantially benefit from

BumbleBee can be configured to transport over either HTTP/1.0 or Netty protocols.

BumbleBee supports the in-network scripting through Lua programming language.

Note that BumbleBee supports one Lua execution at a time; for long-lived tasks

such as asynchronous callbacks, BumbleBee saves the current Lua runtime stack,

and re-schedules when notified. BumbleBee supports only container-based platforms

such as Kubernetes [61], because of the platform’s growing popularity in real-world

deployment; the fundamental design principles of BumbleBee are also applicable and

extensible to also VM-based applications.

Metrics exposed: BumbleBee exports a number of network performance metrics on

which to base adaptation decisions; these are summarized in Table 5.1. At the lowest

level, BumbleBee exposes TCP metrics such as the congestion window size, number
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of in-flight packets, and round-trip time (RTT). BumbleBee also exposes the average

end-to-end latency for messages in a queue, which Envoy calculates using request and

response arrival times. In addition, BumbleBee provides information about how long

each message has spent in a queue through an object-item’s age property.

Network bandwidth is a crucial metric for numerous adaptation strategies. Bum-

bleBee does not measure available bandwidth along a physical link, but it calculates

the observed bandwidth for messages forwarded from a particular queue. This allows

scripts to reason about the observed bandwidth along their path of interest. For ex-

ample, scripts can detect that a path has been disconnected if its observed bandwidth

drops to zero.

5.4 Evaluation

To evaluate BumbleBee, we seek answers to the following questions:

• Does BumbleBee enable beneficial adaptation strategies?

• How difficult is writing adaptation strategies in BumbleBee?

To answer the first two questions we use our BumbleBee prototype to investigate

adaptation strategies for three case-study applications. First, we use BumbleBee to

help a distributed, vehicular-traffic monitoring application that adapts the quality of

its object detection to changing network conditions. Second, we use BumbleBee to

help a stream-processing application intelligently shed requests under bursty work-

loads. Finally, we use BumbleBee to help a live video-streaming service to reduce

stalled playback while maintaining acceptable video resolution.

We run these workloads with BumbleBee using Istio 1.4.3, Envoy 1.13.0, and

clusters of virtual machines managed by Azure Kubernetes Service (AKS) 1.18.14.
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5.4.1 Case-study: traffic monitoring

Our first case study is a smart-city application that streams roadside video to

machine-learning (ML) models. The ML models forward any detected vehicles to

one or more traffic-light controllers. For each vehicle found, the models output a

bounding box containing the vehicle and a confidence level. The application removes

any bounding boxes with a confidence level below a threshold (e.g., 50%) and returns

the filtered results to a traffic-controller. The controller uses the vehicle counts and

locations to monitor and schedule traffic, such as reducing the time between green

and red lights when road congestion is high.

Traffic monitoring is representative of many edge-computing applications [107].

The input sensors (e.g., roadside cameras) and controllers (e.g., traffic controllers)

are co-located on the edge with a distributed computing pipeline between them. This

pipeline must process sensor data fast enough for the controllers to respond to changes

in the physical environment, and the application must operate even when network

conditions are poor.

The ML pipeline can be instantiated along two paths: embedded in a resource-

rich cloud environment or a lightweight edge environment. The cloud offers powerful

machines and can support sophisticated and accurate ML models, whereas the edge

can run a limited number of less accurate models. The application prefers results from

cloud models, and it will send frames to the cloud as long as network conditions allow

it.

Detection accuracy is a key measure of fidelity for traffic monitoring. Accuracy

is highest when the network allows the application to stream high-resolution frames

to the cloud, but as network conditions change, the application can adapt the video

stream’s quality by sending lower-resolution frames or reducing the frame rate. The

application runs at lowest fidelity when it is disconnected from the cloud. During

disconnections, the application must redirect video frames to its lightweight edge
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models, sacrificing accuracy for availability.

1 function envoy_on_request(h)

2 for queue in h:Queues (): getQueue () do

3 route = queue:route ()

4 if string.find(route , "cloud") then

5 bw = queue:getBW()

6 if bw == 0 then

7 h:redirect("edge -detector")

8 elseif bw < required then

9 h:transform("180p")

10 end

11 if bw < required/2 then

12 h:notify(bw)

13 end

14 end end end

Figure 5.3: This simple Lua script for the traffic-monitoring application redirects re-
quests to the edge when the network becomes disconnected, down-samples enqueued
requests when bandwidth drops, and invokes a registered callback when network con-
ditions change significantly.

With BumbleBee, the application can implement these trade-offs using the sim-

ple Lua script in Figure 5.3. The script iterates over an egress request queue look-

ing for entries destined for a cloud object-detector. When bandwidth drops to zero,

BumbleBee redirects requests to the edge object-detector. If bandwidth falls below a

threshold, BumbleBee forwards requests to the application’s transform service, which

reduces frames’ resolution to 180p (320x180). And if bandwidth falls well below what

is required, BumbleBee notifies the sender so that it can start to send lower-resolution

frames.

Major cloud providers like AWS [9, 2], Azure [99, 10], and Google Cloud [48,

49] all suffer significant outages, and recent studies show that network conditions

between the edge and cloud can be turbulent [107, 23, 150]. To understand how our

traffic-monitoring application behaves when edge-to-cloud connectivity is poor, we

run experiments with disconnections and constricted bandwidth between the edge

pods and cloud pods. Note that for our experiments we logically divide cluster nodes

between the edge and cloud, but the underlying physical machines and network are
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entirely in Azure. We simulate a roadside camera by streaming a highway-traffic

recording from Bangkok, Thailand [19]. We use YOLOv3 as our cloud object-detection

model and TinyYOLO as our edge model. Both models are trained with the COCO

dataset [89], which is designed to detect vehicles and passengers.

To evaluate whether the application benefits from BumbleBee, we measure the

number of detected vehicles and end-to-end detection latency. The former metric

influences how well the application controls traffic, and the latter influences how

quickly the light controller responds to traffic changes.
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Figure 5.4: Our traffic-monitoring application performs best when fully connected
to a YOLOv3 model in the cloud. This operating mode provides a baseline object-
detection accuracy.

To characterize our traffic-monitoring application without BumbleBee, we first

capture the baseline object-detection accuracy of streaming 360p (640x360) video at

15 fps when fully connected to the cloud. Figure 5.4 shows the number of detected

vehicles over time with a confidence threshold above 50%. The YOLOv3 model in the

cloud consistently detects between 10 and 40 vehicles.

To simulate a disconnected edge site, we run the application under BumbleBee

and partition the edge and cloud pods after 1000 and 3000 frames so that the cloud

object-detector is unreachable. We heal the network between frames 2000 and 3000.

Loading tensor-flow models can be slow, so BumbleBee pre-loads the edge detector at
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Figure 5.5: The application adapts when the edge becomes disconnected from the
cloud. Instead of performing object detection with YOLOv3 in the cloud, BumbleBee
redirects requests to a lightweight TinyYOLO object detector running on the edge.
When the network heals, BumbleBee routes requests back to the cloud.

the beginning of the experiment. Figure 5.5 shows that the detected cars drop during

disconnection, because the application switches to TinyYOLO on the edge.

There is a delay between when a disconnection occurs and when BumbleBee de-

tects the disconnection. In our experiment, five frames stall before BumbleBee de-

tects that the bandwidth is zero. Recall that our video streams at 15 fps, and so

requests arrive every 67ms. Thus, the first request sent after the disconnection ex-

periences an approximately 350ms of additional delay before BumbleBee redirects

it to the edge. This is because four cloud-bound requests arrive after the first post-

disconnection request but before BumbleBee detects the disconnection. When the

sixth post-disconnection request arrives, BumbleBee has detected the disconnection

and responds by redirecting all cloud-bound requests to the edge. Between disconnec-

tions, the application matches baseline detection accuracy. These results show that

with BumbleBee, the application can continue to operate, albeit in a degraded mode,

when the cloud is unavailable.

We also want to understand whether the application benefits from adapting to

network changes that are less dramatic than a disconnection. Recall that end-to-

end latency is a critical application metric. When disconnected, the weaker edge
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Figure 5.6: When edge-to-cloud bandwidth is 15Mbps, sending 360p frames leads to
head-of-line blocking and exponentially increasing detection latency. Sending 180p
frames reduces median latency to 815ms with no head-of-line blocking. BumbleBee
(BB) allows the application to selectively downsample frames to balance latency (me-
dian latency 1700ms) and detection accuracy.
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Figure 5.7: The cloud object detector identifies more vehicles with confidence greater
than 50% in 360p frames than in 180p frames.

detector processes 360p frames 33% faster than the cloud detector using equivalent

hardware. However, when bandwidth to the cloud drops, sending 360p frames can

cause exponentially increasing queuing delay. To demonstrate, we restrict edge-to-

cloud bandwidth to 15Mbps and repeat the traffic-monitoring experiment twice, first

sending 360p frames and second sending 180p frames. Frames are full-color, JPEG-

compressed images. Figure 5.6 shows the results. When the application streams 360p

frames (the blue line), the latency rises exponentially, but the median latency of

streaming 180p frames is 772ms.
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Figure 5.8: BumbleBee enables the traffic-monitoring application to send 360p frames
when possible and avoid head-of-line-blocking by selectively downsampling frames
to 180p. Each blue data point represents the percentage of additional objects that
the BumbleBee-enabled application detects in a frame compared to sending all 180p
frames. The 3444 frames (out of 5000) are downsampled to avoid exponential queuing
delays. These frames gain zero percent improvement.

However, lower resolution frames reduce detection accuracy. Figure 5.7 shows the

number of objects the application detects with confidence greater than 50% for 360p

and 180p frames. Note that the blue dots are identical to those in Figure 5.4: 360p

frames allow the cloud model to consistently detect more objects than the 180p

stream, often significantly so. These results suggest that the traffic-monitoring ap-

plication could benefit from selective adaptation by downsampling frames that cause

queuing delay, and transmitting the remaining frames intact.

To confirm our hypothesis, we repeat our limited-bandwidth experiment using

BumbleBee. The application sends 360p frames, and BumbleBee selectively down-

samples frames that cause queuing delays. Figure 5.8 shows the percent improvement

of the object detector with BumbleBee’s selective downsampling enabled compared

to always sending 180p frames. When BumbleBee downsamples a frame to 180p, the

improvement percentage is zero. Overall, BumbleBee downsamples 3444 frames and

leaves 1556 intact. Furthermore, the graph shows that selectively downsampling pro-

vides much better detection accuracy than always downsampling. Combined with the

median latency of 1700ms in Figure 5.6, these results show that BumbleBee allows
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the traffic-monitoring application to find a good balance between detection accuracy

and latency using the simple script in Figure 5.3.

To summarize, the results show that our traffic-monitoring application benefits

from BumbleBee in two ways. First, the application operates when disconnected from

the cloud by redirecting requests to a weaker edge object-detector. Second, when

network bandwidth constricts, the application selectively downsamples frames to bal-

ance end-to-end latency and detection accuracy. We also show that the adaptation

strategies responsible for these benefits can be concisely expressed by the script in

Figure 5.3.

5.4.2 Case-study: video streaming

For our second case study, we evaluate an HTTP Live Streaming (HLS) service

with an Nginx server and HLS.js client [64]. At runtime, the server partitions an

input live stream into a rolling sequence of self-descriptive, fixed-length MPEG-TS

chunks at several resolutions. When a chunk can be downloaded, the server updates

an HLS manifest file to announce its availability and resolution. The HLS client is

responsible for all adaptation logic and periodically polls the manifest to learn when

the newest chunk is ready. After reading the manifest, the client predicts the time to

download the next chunk at the available resolutions. These predictions are based on

the chunks’ sizes and a bandwidth estimate calculated over a sliding window of prior

downloads.

The client’s competing objectives are continuous video playback and high video

quality. Stalling occurs when the client’s playback buffer is empty, which is far worse

for the user experience than temporary drops in video quality [35]. For example, if

bandwidth drops in the middle of downloading a chunk, the client’s playback buffer

may drain before the transfer completes. This is common when clients react too slowly

to abrupt bandwidth drops and high variability [150, 95].

Prior solutions to this problem rely on either server [95] or client [150] modifica-
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tions. Modifying a server without the clean separation provided by BumbleBee re-

quires either building from scratch or understanding an existing codebase and contin-

uously merging with external updates. Furthermore, client agnosticism is critical for

open protocols like HLS, because service providers cannot dictate which of the many

players a client may use [138]. Fortunately, BumbleBee can transparently apply a

variety of adaptation strategies to correct an HLS client’s bandwidth mis-predictions.

The BumbleBee script in Figure 5.9 illustrates such a strategy. The script adapts to

sudden bandwidth changes faster than an unmodified HLS.js client by only consider-

ing the most recent chunk transfer rather than a sliding window over several transfers.

Based on this bandwidth estimate, the script chooses among available chunk resolu-

tions. If the requested resolution could cause a stall (line 6-9), BumbleBee modifies the

path field of the HTTP header so that it refers to a lower-resolution chunk. However,

if the client requests a resolution that could under-utilize the available bandwidth

(line 10), BumbleBee swaps in a higher-resolution chunk path. BumbleBee’s band-

width estimate requires Envoy modifications to monitor low-level transfer progress or

a service provider to place a middlebox between the client and server. For the pur-

poses of our experiments, we emulate the latter by co-locating a proxy with the client

and configuring the client to direct its requests through the proxy. Future versions of

BumbleBee will include the necessary Envoy modifications.

We first evaluate the video-streaming service with two synthetic bandwidth

changes: a sudden drop and recovery and a gradual drop and recovery. These changes

highlight the trade-offs of reacting more quickly than the HLS client’s strategy. In

addition, to evaluate the efficacy of BumbleBee in real-world scenarios, we analyze

network-condition logs of Puffer [150] clients watching live video streams. We limit

our experiments to traces that cause stalls of more than 100 s, and from these traces

replay estimated instantaneous bandwidth conditions. We replay the first ten minutes

of each trace.
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1 function envoy_on_request(h)

2 hdr = h:header ()

3 bw = hdr:get("bw-est")

4 curr , chunk = hdr:get("path")

5 -- use bw estimate to choose a chunk

6 pred = find_resolution(bw)

7 if pred < curr then

8 -- downsamples

9 hdr:replace("path", pred.. "/".. chunk)

10 elseif pred > curr * 2 then

11 -- upsamples

12 hdr:replace("path", pred.. "/".. chunk)

13 end end

Figure 5.9: This BumbleBee script for the video streaming application predicts appro-
priate resolution to transmit based on the most recent bandwidth measurement and
distribution of chunk sizes. When the script disagrees with the client, it overwrites
the path of chunk’s resolution to increase or decrease resolutions. Note that the script
is conservative about upsampling to avoid potential stalls.

For all experiments we run the Nginx server under Kubernetes in a dedicated

virtual machine with an Nvidia V100 GPU, 6 vCPUs, and 112GB of RAM. For the

client, the HLS.js player is in the same data center as the Kubernetes cluster but in a

separate virtual machine with sufficient underlying bandwidth between the two. We

use Linux TC to replay bandwidth traces at the client side, and we use the default

player configuration unless noted. Each video chunk is four-seconds long.

We characterize streaming with and without BumbleBee with two metrics: play-

back buffer and video resolution. The playback buffer is the seconds of video that a

client can play without receiving new data from the server. When the buffer reaches

zero, the video stalls. Resolution represents video quality. Buffer and resolution can

be traded off. In the extremes, sending only low-resolution chunks minimizes qual-

ity but maximizes buffer, and sending only high-resolution chunks maximizes quality

but minimizes buffer. Because stalls are so painful [35], BumbleBee wants to offer

acceptable quality with minimum stalls.

Figure 5.10a shows the first synthetic trace: a sharp bandwidth drop for 20 s

and fast recovery. Figures 5.10b and 5.10c show the clients’ playback buffer levels
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Figure 5.10: BumbleBee helps the live video streaming application to adapt quickly
and cautiously. Figures in the first column show the bandwidth estimates for both
traces. Figures in the second column show how the client’s playback buffer changes
during the trace. Figures in the last column demonstrate fast and agile adaptations
by BumbleBee’s script.

and displayed resolutions over the course of the trace, respectively. The client under

both configurations stalls as it calibrates its bandwidth estimates. The client under

both configurations also stalls when bandwidth drops. However, under BumbleBee

the client adapts to the drop and rebuilds its playback buffer faster than without

BumbleBee. Overall, BumbleBee reduces stalling from 13 s to 9 s, a 32% improvement.

As Figure 5.10c shows this is possible because under BumbleBee the client reduces

its resolution to 360p near 65 s, whereas without BumbleBee the client continues to

download 1080p chunks.

Figure 5.10d shows the second synthetic trace: gradual bandwidth decrease and

recovery, each over 50 s. We hypothesized that BumbleBee would offer little bene-

fit on this trace, anticipating that the client’s default estimates would closely track

the gradual changes. Surprisingly, Figure 5.10e shows that BumbleBee reduces post-

calibration stalling from 11 s to 5 s, a 55% improvement. Figure 5.10f shows that

without BumbleBee the client fails to adapt to decreasing bandwidth, continuing
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Figure 5.11: Experiments with the nine Puffer traces with the most stalls show how
BumbleBee helps the live video streaming application to reduce stalls while maintain-
ing acceptable video resolution.

to fetch 1440p chunks. In comparison, BumbleBee reduces resolution in a step-wise

fashion and eliminates all stalling in the valley.

We repeat the experiments with nine Puffer traces. Figure 5.11a summarizes the

percentage of total stall time that a client experiences during each trace, with and

without BumbleBee. The client with BumbleBee stalls at the most 5% of the total

duration, and the client without BumbleBee stalls 22% of the time, a 77% improve-

ment. Figure 5.11b shows box plots of playback resolution, including mean and me-

dian. Note that in trace T2, which exhibits the least stalling without BumbleBee, the

HLS.js client achieves higher resolutions than with BumbleBee albeit with some ad-

ditional stalling. From the logs, we find that BumbleBee’s script is too cautious about

sending higher resolutions that could clog the connection during T2. This matches our

expectation that quickly reacting to network changes to aggressively avoid stalling

can lead to worse bandwidth utilization.

5.4.3 Case-study: stream processing

Our final case study is the Yahoo! stream-processing benchmark [25] that counts

ad views from an input stream of ad impressions, i.e., clicks, purchases, and views.

The benchmark is widely used [141, 65, 94, 154], because it mimics in-production
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workloads and business logic. The first stage reads and parses impression data, the

second stage filters out non-view events, and the final stage stores aggregate view

counts over 10 s sliding windows. Impression counts help ad services bill customers

and select the next ads to display. In the latter case, timeliness (meeting a latency

deadline) is more important than completeness (fully processing every input), and

many practitioner testimonials [140, 39, 40] emphasize the importance of timeliness.

By default, the Yahoo! benchmark generates emulated impressions at a constant

rate, but real-world rates can be bursty. Bursts may be problematic for applications

with timeliness requirements, because practitioners often statically allocate resources

and must restart pipelines to scale dynamically [141]. Over-provisioning is not always

possible, and unexpected bursts can rapidly increase end-to-end latency as applica-

tions fall behind processing every message.

Load-shedding [136, 135, 149] is a common way to adapt to such bursts. Shedding

trades completeness for timeliness by dropping less important inputs to free resources

and improving the number of deadlines met. Today this adaptation strategy can

only be implemented by modifying an application’s internals, but BumbleBee can

intelligently shed load for unmodified applications.

To characterize how effectively BumbleBee helps the Yahoo! benchmark improve

timeliness, we orchestrate the benchmark with Kubernetes by placing a containerized

Apache Flink [22] worker in a pod. A worker pod can execute any stage and can

pass inter-stage data within the same pod. Each Kubernetes node hosts one pod and

is a virtual machine with two vCPUs and 8GB RAM, connected by an underlying

network provisioned at 1Gbps. The benchmark polls external Kafka brokers for input

events and stores results in an external Redis database. 10 s sliding windows are too

coarse to properly measure the impact of bursts on timeliness, so we add a small

amount of instrumentation to aggregate over 1 s sliding windows.

Figure 5.12 shows a BumbleBee script that uses custom message-dropping logic
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1 filt_thrd = 0.5 --- filtering threshold in sec

2 late_thrd = 1.0 --- lateness threshold in sec

3 function envoy_on_response(h)

4 queues = h:Queues ()

5 for queue in queues:getQueue () do

6 for msg in queue:messages () do

7 json = msg:json()

8 if queue:avgLatency () > filt_thrd then

9 event_type = json:getString("event_type")

10 if event_type ~= "view" then

11 msg:drop() --- preemptively filter

12 end

13 end

14
15 event_time = json:getNum("event_time")

16 age = h:epoch() - event_time

17 if age > late_thrd then

18 msg:drop() --- drop late msgs

19 end

20 end end end

Figure 5.12: This BumbleBee script pre-emptively filters messages and drops late
messages to save inter-pod bandwidth when it detects latency in the pipeline.
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Figure 5.13: Our stream-processing application processes input messages mostly under
2 s latency after a short warm-up period, when 170k input messages are streamed per
second.

to implement two forms of load shedding: preemptive filtering and dropping late

messages. Recall that the benchmark filters out click and purchase events in its second

stage. Under BumbleBee, if latency increases, the benchmark preemptively filters non-

view events before the second stage (lines 8-13). The script also drops view events if

they are unlikely to meet their deadline (lines 17-19). Both adaptations free resources

as the script detects latency in the pipeline.

Our baseline benchmark configuration runs under Kubernetes, without an Envoy
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Figure 5.14: Temporal 2x input load spikes leads the application to experience high
latency for 1.5 times longer than the spike duration even after the input load returns
back to the previous level. The BumbleBee-enabled application takes less than 30 s
to bring latency back to the previous level.

sidecar or BumbleBee. We first run the baseline configuration with a constant, base-

line load of 170k events per second. To characterize latency, we sample the end-to-end

latency of the last event included in the benchmark’s 1 s aggregation window. Fig-

ure 5.13 shows how the latency of these sampled events change over time. Latency

for the first 25 s is highly variable as the benchmark warms up. After the warmup,

sampled latency is largely under 2 s. This is expected since we provisioned enough

compute and network resources to process every event within 2 s.

We next run an experiment with variable load: first 170k events per second for

125 s, followed by a burst of 340k events per second for 100s, followed by a return to

170k events per second for 200s. Figure 5.14 shows sampled latency for the baseline

benchmark (w/o BB) and the benchmark with BumbleBee (w/ BB) under variable

load. During the burst, BumbleBee drops over 29% of all events, and after the burst,

BumbleBee drops less than 6% of events. Compared to the baseline, BumbleBee’s

custom dropping policy significantly improves sampled latency and time to recovery.

Excluding warmup, BumbleBee allows nearly 74% of sampled views to be processed
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Figure 5.15: When the input load increases above expected level that operators have
projected and have provisioned resources accordingly, the application hardly processes
messages within a deadline. The consequence continues to stay longer than the ramp-
up period.

within 2 s, whereas the baseline benchmark allows only 44%. In addition, BumbleBee

returns the benchmark to steady state less than 50 s after the burst ends; without

BumbleBee, it returns to steady state after 125 s.

A limitation of the current BumbleBee implementation causes the two arcs in

Figure 5.14 that peak at 20 s and 25 s sampled latency. BumbleBee intercepts only

inter-pod communication, but benchmark pods contain workers for all stages. Thus,

sometimes the benchmark transfers data between stage workers residing in the same

pod, i.e., over local Unix sockets on which BumbleBee cannot interpose. This phe-

nomenon is an artifact of the Yahoo! benchmark’s design and would not be an issue

for applications that separate each stage into a dedicated tier of pods.

Figure 5.15 highlights how BumbleBee impacts meeting deadlines of 1-20 s during

the warmup, baseline-load, bursty-load, and second-baseline intervals. As expected,

longer deadlines (e.g., 20 s) are met more often than shorter ones (e.g., 1 s) with and

without BumbleBee. There is also little difference between the two configurations

during the initial warmup and baseline intervals. However, BumbleBee provides sub-

stantial benefit during the bursty interval, allowing the benchmark to meet nearly 23x

more 1 s deadlines and 37.8% more 20 s deadlines than without BumbleBee. Bumble-
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Bee provides substantial benefits when load returns to normal, allowing the bench-

mark to meet over 90% of its deadlines, regardless of length. In contrast, the baseline

benchmark only meets less than 40% of its 1 s deadlines and 65% of its 20 s deadlines.

This is due to the baseline benchmark’s emphasis on completeness, and having to

work through its backlog of enqueued events even after load has returned to normal.

5.5 Latency Micro-benchmarks

To evaluate the overhead imposed by BumbleBee compared to Envoy, we measure

end-to-end latency using the HTTP benchmarking tool wrk2 [148]. The tool generates

HTTP requests at a constant rate and outputs a latency distribution. We configure

wrk2 to generate 500 requests per second with 1000 concurrent connections over five

one-minute runs.

For our experiments, we create a client pod that runs wrk2 and assign it to a

GPU node. We also create a server pod running the Nginx web server under default

settings on a normal node. Both pods contain an Envoy sidecar with access to two

cores. We measure the latency distribution under four client configurations: (1) En-

voy without BumbleBee, (2) BumbleBee with no Lua script, (3) BumbleBee with a

simple queue-iteration script, and (4) BumbleBee with a simple LIFO (Last In First

Out) script. The first configuration serves as baselines for understanding BumbleBee’s

scripting overhead. Note that all configurations with BumbleBee move messages from

the BumbleBee filter to the queue manager.

We use a simple LIFO and queue-iteration scripts used in the experiments. Bum-

bleBee’s queues are internally implemented as doubly-linked lists, which makes LIFO

reordering relatively inexpensive. However, iterating over the queue could be slow

for two reasons. First, BumbleBee uses a per-queue locking scheme that ensures only

one script can execute at a time. Second, the Lua runtime creates a new stack and

object bindings each time the iteration script runs. These startup costs are draw-
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backs of using a scripting language instead of binary executables or bytecodes like

WebAssembly.

To test our hypothesis, we run wrk2 five times with each client configuration. Up

to the 75th percentile, the latency for all BumbleBee configurations is very close to

Envoy, between 6.5% to 12% extra overhead, where the absolute value for the latency

overhead is between 0.15ms and 0.35ms. However, the cost of iterating over the queue

is apparent at the very tail of the distribution. For example, at the 90th percentile,

the iteration script’s latency is 23% more than Envoy’s, and at the 99th percentile it

is 9.5% more. To further quantify BumbleBee’s latency overhead when iterating the

queue, we ran a micro-benchmark over a 10,000 length queue and called the size()

function on each request. We measured the amortized latency overhead of iterating

over a single request and found this value to be negligible, an average of 0.26µs.

5.6 Related Works

Adaptation in mobile computing: Resources in mobile computing are highly

constrained as opposed to a data-center environment. Prior adaptation systems [106,

42] trade application fidelity for various metrics. Similar to BumbleBee’s callback

functionality, Odyssey [106] create a collaborative adaptation solution that notifies

applications to adapt their fidelity. On-demand distillation [42] performs “on-the-fly”

adaptive transcoding of web contents based on the client’s bandwidth, similar to

BumbleBee’s dynamic transformation. However, these systems do no expose control

over the enqueued data which is critical to correcting “head-of-line” blocking issues.

Many others [12, 30, 26] integrate adaptation logic for better use of computation

resources. Cyber foraging [12] is a runtime framework that allows developers to write

and deploy complex adaptation tactics. MAUI [30] and CloneCloud [26] partition ap-

plication code, either with developer-defined annotations (MAUI) or through static

analysis (CloneCloud). Then, they adaptively offload partitions between local execu-
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tion (on the mobile device) to remote execution. BumbleBee can be thought of as

an extension to these systems where it can redirect the offloading traffic based on

runtime variables such as network bandwidth.

Adaptation in video streaming: Video streaming [150, 119, 95, 67, 131, 71] is an-

other domain that employs various adaptation strategies to improve video watching

experience. A few recent works [150, 95] propose video streaming servers that adap-

tively select the best bit-rate by using machine learning to predict the bandwidth or

transmission time. Others have developed video clients to adapt to network conditions

changes for fairness [71] and stability [67], to minimize rebuffering [131], and to handle

unexpected network outage [119]. While the individual solutions vary, these solutions

can easily be reimplemented in BumbleBee and can leverage the low-level networking

metrics and control available with BumbleBee to achieve improved performance (as

shown in Section 5.4.2).

Other Adaptations: Odessa [120] is an adaptive runtime for partitioning and exe-

cuting computer vision application remotely. The runtime balances the level of pipelin-

ing and data-parallelism to achieve low latency under variable network conditions.

Kahawai [31] is a system for cloud gaming where clients with modest local GPUs col-

laborate with powerful cloud servers to generate high-fidelity frames. Kahawai adapts

to network changes by adjusting the fidelity and frame rate of frames. Outatime [81]

is a speculative execution system for cloud gaming where thin-clients send input,

and servers at the cloud render speculative frames of future possible outcomes while

adapting to network tail latencies. These systems can leverage the scripting inter-

face and in-network processing capabilities of BumbleBee to improve or simplify their

adaptation strategy.

In-network Processing: The concept of in-network processing was proposed over

two decades ago for where custom in-network applications are deployed at the router

to provide additional functionalities, e.g., webpage caching [137]. Recent develop-
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ments in networking hardware (e.g., smart NIC, FPGA) have led to revisiting the

idea of in-network processing. Flexible programming languages such as P4 [17] have

emerged to simplify the development of in-network processing applications. As a re-

sult, many [84, 83, 52, 134] have explored using in-network processing for a wide

variety of use cases such as improving consensus protocols (NOPaxos [84]), faster

transactions (Eris [83]), network telemetry (Sonata [52]), or improving network func-

tionalities, e.g., DNS and NAT (Emu [134]). Along the lines of these works, Bum-

bleBee allows in-network processing of custom adaptation logic but for containerized

environments such as Kubernetes.

5.7 Discussion

Despite the vastly improved network conditions, applications still encounter uncer-

tainty that stems from turbulent network environments. Applications employ custom

adaptation logic to deal with the uncertainty; their limited view in network leads to

performance degradation. In this chapter, we describe BumbleBee, a set of extensions

to support application adaptation in network.

BumbleBee is integrated with the container orchestration and service-mesh that

supports container-based microservices. This is done by judiciously widening the in-

network interface in two ways. From above, applications supply simple scripts that

describe adaptive logic. From below, service mesh sidecars expose the queue of pend-

ing messages so that these scripts can drop, reorder, redirect, or transform those

messages. Experiments with a BumbleBee prototype demonstrate the benefits of our

approach: (1) by using BumbleBee, ML applications at the edge can utilize cloud

resources when available and operate without interruption when disconnected, (2)

BumbleBee increases the number of deadlines met by 23x more 1 s deadlines and

37.8% more 20 s deadlines on the Yahoo! stream-processing benchmark, and (3) Bum-

bleBee reduces stalled playback by 77% during HLS video streaming under real-world
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network conditions.
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CHAPTER VI

Conclusion

6.1 Thesis Contributions

Application connectivity has a profound impact on society. Sadly, existing underly-

ing systems are largely oblivious to turbulent network environments that applications

suffer from. This dissertation presents evidence, problems, and solutions to support

the following thesis statement: Emerging distributed, connected application architec-

ture suffers from turbulent network environments. Network-conscious systems for the

applications are beneficial, effective, and valuable. Specifically, this dissertation makes

the following contributions.

Measurement Studies: To identify problems encountered by applications in vehic-

ular setups and data-center environments, I conducted a set of measurement studies.

The studies make contributions in three ways. First, I demonstrated that each net-

work has a distinct RTT distribution and availability of network interfaces equipped

in vehicles sold today. The tails of RTT distributions are extremely high. Next, I

showed a potential latency improvement with cellular edge nodes. The measurement

results show that latency to an associated node is an order of magnitude better

than reaching the cloud; reaching a nearby but non-associated node can result in

higher latency than reaching the cloud. Lastly, I demonstrated a turbulence in the

data-center network environment. Bandwidth measurement results suggest that even

well-provisioned data-center environments can be highly turbulent. The results of
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measurement studies had motivated building of network-conscious systems to im-

prove application connectivity in fundamentally turbulent network environments for

distributed, connected application architecture.

Strategic Redundancy: The measurement study in vehicular setups clearly indi-

cates that network interfaces in vehicles have distinct performance and availability

distributions. It also shows that predicting near-future RTTs of individual wireless

networks is extremely challenging. One network sometimes performs better than oth-

ers but not always. When prediction is uncertain, redundantly transmitting data over

multiple network interfaces and using whichever arrives the fastest can vastly improve

application connectivity. Unfortunately, redundancy can be very wasteful, especially

when the best performing network is known. Strategic redundancy balances resource

usage and performance benefit by hedging a bet against uncertainty based on previ-

ous RTTs observed. The prototype MPTCP-kernel scheduler, called RAVEN, builds

confidence intervals for each network to determine when to employ redundancy. The

evaluation in live experiments shows up to 11x in 95% tail latency improvement, as

compared to MPTCP’s default scheduler. Strategic redundancy is clearly beneficial

to improve application-perceiving latency.

Co-locating Computations: The measurement study in cellular edge nodes shows

that associated nodes offer low latency; using a wrong node, i.e., not associated, can

lead to latency much worsen than using the cloud. A state-of-the-art migration system

supports pre-provisioning that moves the majority of a static state ahead of time. To

enable pre-provisioning, we explored three next node prediction methods. None of the

individual methods offered a good prediction accuracy, but a joint prediction method

provided a better accuracy. Unfortunately, our preliminary evaluation with the exist-

ing system, highly optimized for cellular edge nodes, shows a high downtime for two

interactive applications used in vehicles. This is acute for emerging vehicular applica-

tions that generate a large final delta to transfer and when inter-tower bandwidth is
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prohibitively constrained. We identified that intermediate results and residuals from

the application execution consists of a major portion of state transfer. To enable a

fast migration, we introduced an Inter-request State (IRS) abstraction that collab-

orates with an application to ship necessary bytes for an internal application state.

We designed and implemented a prototype module, called Croesus. The evaluation

results of Croesus show up to two orders of magnitude improvement in cumulative

downtime, compared to QEMU, while saving bandwidth up to six orders of magni-

tude. Thus, computation co-location is valuable to improve application connectivity

with a fast migration.

In-network Application-aware Adaptation: Emerging hybrid application archi-

tecture that spans across edges and clouds can painfully suffer from turbulent network

environments. The measurement studies in data-center networking illustrate volatile

goodput observed in inter- and intra-DC connections. The problem is acute for hybrid

application architecture that spans across not only edges and clouds, but also, geo-

distributed clouds. When network conditions change, only applications know the best

way to adjust their fidelity. Unfortunately, existing systems provide little-to-no sup-

port for in-network application-aware adaptation. We elaborate core design principles

for a lightweight in-network facility, located in the middle of a critical network path.

We implemented a prototype filter, called BumbleBee, in a sidecar proxy Envoy in

popular containerized platform Kubernetes. BumbleBee allows application developers

to inject adaptation scripts that execute per message requests. BumbleBee also ex-

poses queue abstraction to scripts to modify payloads and/or orders of transmission.

Experiments with a BumbleBee prototype show that edge ML-workloads can adapt to

network variability and survive disconnections, edge stream-processing workloads can

improve benchmark results by 23x, and HLS video-streaming can reduce stalled play-

back by 77%. Hence, in-network application-aware adaptation is effective at coping

with turbulent network environments for emerging hybrid architectural applications.
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6.2 Thesis Limitations

This dissertation has a few limitations that may lead to potential future works.

First, mode-switching in the strategic redundancy is less effective for obvious

bandwidth-heavy application such as video streaming, because RAVEN waits for net-

work queues to fill up with redundant data before switching to striping mode. It could

have used application information like the HTTP header to adjust mode-switching

in the beginning of transmission, rather than waiting for queues to fill up. Next,

RAVEN prototype does not consider the cellular modem’s power-nap mode that puts

the modem into idling when unused for a period. As a result, RTT predictions can

be frequently inaccurate due to waking-up latency. RTT prediction mechanism in the

prototype uses an offline trained model. This can be a significant drawback when new

network environments are encountered. One alternative is to have an online training

process in user-space that shares prediction with the kernel scheduler.

Secondly, the size of the application state can be a significant bottleneck in mi-

gration time for the Croesus prototype. Naive application developers can annotate

and include unnecessary contents, resulting in a large state to transfer. A potential

optimization includes offline profiling that provides a relationship between expected

downtime and variables in IRS. Also, the Croesus prototype requires applications to

maintain casual message ordering. A message’s sequence is exposed to applications;

in case of transient mobile networking, applications need to handle failed and delayed

messages. The Croesus prototype can enforce strict message ordering through buffer-

to-forward mechanism, but it incurs significant delays in migration completion time.

This is a limitation from user-space implementation. The Croesus prototype oper-

ates at Python’s run-time level, which supports only applications written in specific

programming language.

Finally, the BumbleBee prototype has some technical limitations. The current

version of BumbleBee supports only message-based protocols like HTTP/1 and
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Netty [97]. Stream-based bi-directional protocols such as HTTP/2 and WebRTC have

no clear boundary on per-data. Also, a packet of those protocols contains fractions

of multiple messages. A future version of BumbleBee may work with those protocols;

BumbleBee needs to parse and decipher messages, which can add significant overhead

in the middle of a critical network path. Another implementation drawback that we

are aware of is the single global lock on Lua script executions. BumbleBee does not

support concurrent script executions. We have not found a compelling use-case to

support concurrent script executions. However, emerging data-intensive applications

like industrial sensor streaming applications may need concurrent execution of mul-

tiple scripts. The last limitation is that BumbleBee operates on a per-node basis,

lacking a global view of shared network resources. This is similar to congestion con-

trol algorithms that try to obtain optimal congestion windows. This limitation can

lead to an outcome without Nash equilibrium, e.g., under- and over-utilized band-

width allocations by competing applications. Extended BumbleBee can benefit from

having global network resource monitoring.

6.3 Future Work

While application connectivity may have not grown as much as Cisco predicted

five years ago [68], its importance has become clear to our society. Advances in radio

and hardware are fundamentally limited to further improve application connectivity.

For instance, a packet traveling at the light of speed from New York to San Francisco

takes 31ms 1 in RTT. To overcome the physical constraints, Content Delivery Network

(CDN) has been widely deployed by content providers such as YouTube and Netflix.

They cache popular video streams in regional servers, located closer to end users, to

provide lower latency, higher throughput (with less packet loss), and ultimately, better

user-experience. The idea of emerging edge-computing follows a similar principle, but

1Road distance / speed of light = 4671km/299km/ms ≈ 15.6ms
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mostly for computation.

A packet traversing from source to sink visits several to tens of network hops that

can potentially provide a fraction of resources. For the remainder of this section, I

outline potential future areas that can further improve application connectivity with

potential in-network computing infrastructure.

Delay-conscious Fractional Computing: Links between hops incur transmis-

sion delays. The idea is that while waiting for data to be acknowledged, we can mark

a fraction of data and do computation on it. A fundamental design challenge is to

understand a clear boundary of mutually exclusive partition of data. This can be

particularly challenging for domain-specific workloads such as a video frame. Object

detection works on an entire single frame or even a slice of frame. The later parti-

tioning can lead to inaccurate results.

A less important but crucial design aspect is the workload scheduler that ac-

curately predicts a delay between links and partitions data to process accordingly.

Latency is dictated by the last hop that finishes. A system can employ workload par-

tition techniques that are thoroughly studied in the stream-processing community.

Differential Encapsulation Platform: Cloud- and edge-computing environ-

ments have only two encapsulation platforms: a full-fledged VM and a lightweight

container. VM technology such as QEMU provides a full isolation through hardware

ring protection and runs applications in guest OS. VM is assigned with a dedicated

amount of resources when spawned. On the other hand, container technology such

as Docker and containerd are much more lightweight because they run in host OS.

Container provides weaker isolation via Linux cgroups. Further, it has no control over

the resources allocated.

Clearly, each platform has pros and cons: strong isolation vs. less resource con-

sumption, dynamic resource allocation vs. dedicated, etc. The problem is that appli-

cation developers need to choose one of two platforms. One can imagine an application
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that needs dynamic preemptive resource allocation with a strong isolation guarantee.

Or, based on resource utilization and SLA, a service provider can adjust features pro-

vided to applications. Changes in in-network resources are frequent, so does features

in-network applications prefer and need. Lack of differential encapsulation platforms

can be practical drawback for deploying in-network computing environments.

6.4 The End: Summary

Application connectivity plays a critical role in today’s society: sharing an opinion

on social media, live video-streaming a historic moment, warning a driver about haz-

ardous road conditions, etc. Unfortunately, application connectivity painfully suffers

from turbulent network environments, because existing underlying systems are largely

oblivious to network turbulence, resulting in poor application performance and worse

user-experience altogether.

This dissertation lays basic building blocks toward network-conscious systems

to tackle problems encountered by emerging distributed, connection applications. It

first reports a series of measurement results to demonstrate the status quo that ap-

plications painfully suffer from turbulent network environments. Based on the lesson

learned, it introduces three prototype systems that incorporate a set of design princi-

ples: strategic redundancy, state segregation, and in-network application-aware adap-

tation. Strategic redundancy in a high-mobility setup allows hedging a bet against

uncertainty in future connectivity performance. State segregation enables co-locating

computation closer to high-mobility devices with fast migration time. In-network

application-aware adaptation allows developers to inject lightweight scripts to quickly

react to changes in network conditions. Finally, it concludes with potential research

directions that can further improve application connectivity.
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